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By
Moulana Goolam Qutboodien Kagee

I have been given the privilege to write a foreword to this book “The Blue Book Two”.
The culture of rendering Na’at in any language is an essential component of our society,
much needed today in these confusing times that our youth is facing. It just goes to
cement believers at all levels.
This book like its predecessor I see has poetry praising Allaah-, poetry in honour of our
beloved Prophet] and the holy personalities of Islam.
I am glad to note that the presentation is pleasant, simple and practical; hence should
assist well in bringing people even closer together.
This type of work ensures that those who do not understand any of the Semitic languages
may also share in the knowledge and feelings when the poets from different backgrounds
put pen to paper.
It goes without saying that translations of this nature helps in bringing about world peace.
May these efforts by Ustaad Rawoot bear fruit and bring success to the entire Urdu school
of Khaana-e-Adab and all its well-wishers, in-sha-Allaah-.

Moulana Goolam Qutboodien Kagee
Habibia Soofie Masjid
Cape Town, South Africa
15th January 2010
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Allaah Almighty- and His- most beloved Prophet] be praised that in this day and age the culture of
rendering Na’at is well-watered and lush.
Here, it seems imperative to me to mention a few names, names of students who have been with the
Khaana-e-Adab Na’at Academy since 1999. These diligent students prod out of me anything and
everything that I may be able to teach them from the abundance of learning that I received from my various
teachers, may Allaah Almighty- bless them all.
These names are, Alhaaj Ghulam Sabir Jaffer, Dr. Yusuf Allie (Parker), Dr. Shasuddien Razzack (Parker),
Alhaaj Fazal Gaffoor (Wasgharey) and Alhaaj Abdul Lathief Saldulker.
With the grace of Allaah Almighty- and the abundant gifts of the beloved Prophet], they are enjoying
learning the culture of rendering Na’at with the correct fervour.
Also, it needs to be mentioned that they are trained to sing on the pitch and in the metre. This means that
they must be able to hear the pitch for which a keyboard is played so that they may hear the note as well
as a tabla or a dhol for the purpose of identifying the beat. These duties are aptly performed by Mr. Azaad
Mooideen on the keyboard and on dhol and Mr. Abdul Gani Kagee on the tabla. Mr. Abdul Gani Kagee
joins us when he visits Cape Town from Canada every now and then. Mr. Fazluddien Dhansay visits the
class as time would allow him to, ensuring that they enjoy the extra sound of his accordion.
Believe me, a lot of music happens as they learn.
These students I believe, enjoy learning different types of renditions, styling themselves on their own
preferences which is a healthy mindset.
I thank them all for ensuring that the Na’at Academy flourishes. May they all receive their just rewards
for their efforts and enjoy singing to their heart’s content.
I most certainly wish them all, the best.

I would like to also use this opportunity to thank all those who selflessly sponsored the printing of this book,
wishing to remain anonymous. May Allaah- reward all of you abundantly, here and in the Here-after.
By:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
11th January 2010

P.S. I take blame for any errors found and would appreciate it very much if you would inform me so that it ma be rectified.
This will ensure future ease for the readers and you will reap the benefit for your efforts.
I thank you in anticipation of your generosity.
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The culture of rendering Na’at which means praising the beloved Prophet] in whichever manner a person can, is
not a new phenomenon. This was practiced by the revered Sahaabis (Companions) in the august presence of the
beloved Prophet] himself. This has however over the years developed in an art-form unsurpassed by others.
Poets all over the world laud (in every language) the personality and the efforts of the beloved Prophet] in as
beautiful a form as one can. This, knowing that no-one can at the end of the day compete in praising the beloved
Prophet] with the One- who made him]. The Glorious Qur’aan itself is more than sufficient testimony to this.
The beloved Prophet] would acknowledge the Na’at, the poet, the poetry, and shower the renderer with gifts such
as he felt fit, be it in the form of Du‘a or any other form, even material.
Give those who understand this culture half a chance and they would grab it with open arms to praise the beloved
Prophet]. The evidence of this can easily be found in the activities of any given community inclined this way.
One will find them busying themselves in Meelaad, Moulood, Gyaarhawee, Majaalis, Tahleel etc. to mention but
a few.
What does one find common in these activities? Thikr and Na’at. These being the praising of Allaah Almighty-,
His- most beloved Prophet] and also His- friends.
There are those amongst us who sadly find it worth their while to criticize these activities as null and void.
All one has to do is open your heart and take part. The rest is up to Allaah Almighty- for Allaah Almighty- knows
best. Why deprive oneself of a good deed which demands nothing but love?
These activities bring people together in doing good. Take these away completely and the whole community will
lose out because they will now have to find something new to do with their time which was spent in remembering
Allaah Almighty- and His- most beloved Prophet] and His- friends.
The children of these communities will suffer the highest degree of loss. This would indeed be sad. No parent would
willingly leave their children to the wolves. It just goes against human nature as the rotting of the soul will set in.
If one ponders on the following ayah from the Glorious Qur’aan, one will attempt to visit places where it is practiced.
Allaah Almighty- says:
“Remember Me- and I- will remember you.” Q:02:152
And Allaah Almighty- always speaks only the truth.
By:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
11th January 2010
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Striking “HU” on the heart!
By: Mufti-e-A’azam-e-Hind Maulana Mustafa Raza Khan Noori

The ONE- who the heart seeks.
Whose- glow is all over, evident.
Who- is in every pulse. The Pure-.
Who- is on the Empyrean yet for Who- the Empyrean is in search.

The Empyrean, the Earth, Time and Space Dear Lord-,
all reveal Your- presence no matter in which direction I may seek.
Your- Divine Light appears in every particle.
You- are the splendour in every drop.

You- are nowhere yet everywhere, everywhere yet nowhere.
You- are free from being placed anywhere in any place,
and You- are free from being placed in any direction.

You- are to be found in every nook and corner through
Your- infinite knowledge and immense power.
You- are manifest in every place O Most Forgiving One-.

2

You- are continuously praised by the numerous birds of the various Paradises.
Those beautiful singers sing Your- praises only.
If one calls upon You- as THE TRUTH-, another addresses You as “HU”.
And they announce; “You- have no partner!”.

All creation in its entirety is in search of You-.
Jinn, man and angels desire to see You-, be with You-.
Everyone in all directions is busy in remembering You-.
Even the wild animals in the forests and jungles strike their hearts with “HU”.

Melodious nightingales; and forceful and sweet-voiced orators
chant and sing continuously, the melody of “HU”.
The beautifully fan-tailed dove said; “Allaah- is THE GREATEST!”.
The dove, in a unique style, calls You- “THE FRIEND”.

Performing Wudhu by using dew at the strike of dawn,
all present in the gardens, facing each other in straight lines,
repeat daily, and glorify You-;
“There is only You-. No other but You-. There is only You-. No other but You-.
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Those too are occupied in glorifying You-,
who possess no tongue nor any means of audible adoration.
Even then is Your- glorification the state of those whose afflicted
tongues as well don’t stop saying; “There is only You-! There is only You-!”.

Please fill our pitchers with the wine of Your- love.
So that You- may forever be in our sight and on our tongues.
So that we may, in every nook and corner, be drunk in praising You-.
So that we may continually praise You- at every step in every direction.

Please! Dear Lord-! Overlook my errors.
I wish for You to bless me with Divine Guidance and eagerness to
worship only You-.
Put my heart into gear so that it will always mention You-.
Please change my bad habits into good ones, dear Lord-!

I am bad my Lord-. Please cause me to be good.
Please dear Lord-! Stitch my good deeds together
cutting out my bad deeds. Please!
I am hopeful of Your- forgiveness and Your- mercy. O Greatest Of Forgivers-!
For You- say in the Glorious Qur’aan; “Do not despair!”
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May cool breezes set off Dear Sustainer-.
May Arabia become cleansed from the dusts of mischievous trouble-makers.
Pour such a shower that will engulf all the rubbish and
crush it from all directions, making it disappear
by the power of Your- mercy.

Mercy Dear Lord-! Please cleanse the precincts of the Ka’bah.
The dust of which You- have sanctified.
Rid the place of those who dare to go against You-.
And strike Your- enemy with Your- lightning streaks of anger!

A mere glimpse of Your- Divine Light is so full of beauty.
Why should I not remember You- when I am in visual awe.
Our leader] is Your- phenomenon, exact;
who] has said; “If you have seen me], you have seen THE TRUTH.”

Should I Noori witness the coming of the one] who] is the Divine Light]
of the Lord- Himself,
my troubled heart will become luminous
with dazzling light.
My heart will shine and my face will glow
and I shall occupy myself with the remembrance of the One- who created me.

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
18/01/08

Live on DVD
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By: Alhaaj Abdus Sattaar Niyaazi

How do I explain to you, how much Allaah Almightyhas blessed me with.

He-, Most High- has made me a follower
of His- most beloved Prophet].

His- mercy descended upon me and
He- blessed me beyond my wildest dreams.

He- gifted me with the ability to visit and
witness the Green Dome and
He- showed me His- house [the Ka’bah] too.

He- gave me the treasures of need and
guided me in showing me, how to ask.

He- directed me to such a spiritual guide
who turned my attention towards Madinah.

Niyaazi! This is no dream.
Repeatedly chanting the beloved name of the beloved Prophet]
has brought about an abundance of untold benefits.

He- has made me of those who continuously chant His- name and
the auspicious name of His- most beloved Prophet].
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari 25th August 2008
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Seek for it in the man!
Seek for the Sustainer in the man. The man is the objective.

The man is the goal. The man is the one in search.

The man is the focal point of the Ka’bah.
The heart of the man being the abode of the Lord-.
The man is the vessel of mystical knowledge.
The man himself is the captain of the very same vessel.
The man came from “Laa Makaan”.
The man is searching for “Laa Makaan”.
The bouquet of creation has been created for the man.
In short, the secret behind it all is that the man is the greatest of all creation.

Concealed in the mystery of the man is the objective of the man.

Greater than the Jinn and the Angels,
the officer in charge of the earth and the skies,
the man is the leader of all prophets6.
The man is the Divine light of the Lord- Himself.
The dignity of the man is such that the man is the REASON for
the entire creation coming into being. What a position the man holds.
The man reached the Empyrean.
How effective, successful and penetrative is the man.

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
4th February 2007

CD No. 15 – Track No. 7

It was extremely difficult to translate the word “Bashar” in this Urdu poem which has been penned by
an unknown poet without using a definite Article which indicates that a particular man is being referred to.
This poem has been translated so that the English readership may enjoy its meaning. The subtle nuances
will easily be understood by those who understand the Urdu script. The poet without any doubt,
points out that the beloved Prophet] is a man indeed but none like unto him].
The penning of Na’at is by no means an easy task as the mere slip of the pen would anger
the Almighty Creator Himself-.
Over and above this, the translating of Na’at carries the same responsibility.
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Praising the Lord Almighty-!
By: A poet unknown

Dear Lord-! You- are by far the Greatest Creator-.
You- created the earth and You- created the sky.
All praise is due to You-.
You- are the Creator- and Sustainer- of all that exists.
You- are kind to all. Your- love encompasses
everything and everyone.
You- shower Your- mercy on who-so-ever You- choose.
You- are the Absolute Master- of the Day of Resurrection.
Everyone is in need and You- are the Provider-.
We worship You- continuously and without break.
We ask You- for assistance day and night.
Please keep us on the straight path always,
so that we may find success in our worldly affairs
and also in our way of life.
Please bless us in the very same manner as those
whom You- have blessed with Your- boons.
Please do not let us dwell on the path of those
who have angered You-.

Please! We ask that You- protect us from such ways.
Please do not let us follow those who have gone astray.
We say “Aameen” Dear Lord- in the hope that
You- will accept our prayer.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
19th April 2007
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O Immortal Almighty-!
By: Afzal Ulfat

O Immortal Almighty-, O Master- of both worlds!
You- are truly The Creator-, there is none like unto You-.

The intricate arrangements we witness, Your- wonderwork.

You- are The Sustainer- of all creation, You- are the Master- of the final hour.

You- are everywhere, yet can not be seen
Your- beauty however is to be witnessed in every particle.

The lands and the seas, the deserts and the mountains,
the flowers and the fruits, the moons and the stars,
all are witness to the splendour of Your- greatness.

This storm of the seas, the noise of the rivers,

the music of the waterfalls, the coolness of the 1st morning breeze.

These fragrant flowers, these chirping nightingales,
these peacocks quite intoxicated in their heart-pleasing dance.

All these are actually praising Your- Name.

They are all acting out and singing Your- praises.

Dear Lord-! In the gatherings where Your- praises are mainmast,
Your- Name is repeatedly heard and the praises
of Your- most beloved Prophet].
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari 22nd January 2007
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Na’at
None like you] was ever seen or created,
Insert 1: No eye has ever witnessed a wonder such as you].
See page 9 in THE BLUE BOOK - ISBN 0 620 34166 1

authority stands in your] person consummated.
Waves of stormy seas flout every rule,

:
Two friends of A’laa Hazrat approached him with a request that he write a few stanzas of Na’at in a combination of four languages:
Arabic, Faarsi, Hindi and Purbi Urdu. At this time A’laa Hazrat was preparing to make Wazu for Maghrib Salaah.
So amazing is the poetic prowess of A’laa Hazrat that this Na’at was completed by Esha Salaah.
The names of these two friends are underlined in the final stanza.

By: Imaam Ahmed Raza Khan {A’laa Hazrat}

Insert 2: Everything is going wrong! Please help dear Master]!
Please invite me to Madinah! Dear Master]!
Please show yourself] to me! Dear Master]!
Please save us! Please dear Master], help!

I am thirsty; you] are a symbol of generosity,
Insert 3: Please shower us sinners with your] mercy just
as rain falls without looking at who it graces.

not a shower, a drop will satisfy me.
O pilgrims! In Taibah prolong your stay,
Insert 4: My thirst grows day by day. When will my thirst
be quenched O master].

my heart sinks at the thought of going away.
Let my soul burn in your] loves flame,
Insert 5: The beauty of the beloved prophet] is flawless.
THIS is the flower] without any thorn.
THIS is the flame] without any smoke.

to die in your] service is life’s aim.

Raza! It is not my style nor norm.
Insert 6: Please teach me your] style.
Please colour me with your] brush.

Friends requested, so I adopted this poetic form.
Translated by:

A devotee of A’laa Hazrat

Under the guidance of Alhaaj Maulana Muhammad Ibrahiem Khushtar
Translations of inserts by:

Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari

There are two words in the next verse which I would like to elaborate on:
These words are
meaning
or
, and
which
describes the sound of the falling rain.
As I deliver these words, I would like you to concentrate on feeling the
drops of the gifts of
.
A’laa Hazrat, in another very famous Na’at says:
“Rain falls without deciding who to fall upon. All one has to do is
Please beloved Prophet], let your] mercy fall upon the sinners too.”

Ustaad Rawoot

See page 52 in THE BLUE BOOK - ISBN 0 620 34166 1

please rescue my boat from the whirlpool.

.
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Praising the beloved Prophet]!
By: Hazrat Sheikh S‘adi Sheeraazi
Translated into Urdu, Kokni, English and Afrikaans,
into the same metre, at the insistence of
Alhaaj Ghulam Saabir Jaffer and
Alhaaj Qaari Sayyid Fasihuddin Soharwardy.
By: Ustaad Rawoot.

        :

The English translation [prose] was penned by:
The Honourable Shaikh Fakhruddin Owaisi Al-Madani [ See page 10 of the “Blue Book 1” ].
31st August 2009 @ 08H00

Urdu translation:

Kokni translation:

Ustaad Rawoot

Ustaad Rawoot

Chishti Nizaami Qamari
31st August 2009

Chishti Nizaami Qamari
31st August 2009

CD 16
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Praising the beloved Prophet]!
        :

By: Hazrat Sheikh S‘adi Sheeraazi
Translated into Urdu, Kokni, English and Afrikaans,
into the same metre, at the insistence of
Alhaaj Ghulam Saabir Jaffer and
Alhaaj Qaari Sayyid Fasihuddin Soharwardy.
By: Ustaad Rawoot.

The English translation [prose] was penned by:
The Honourable Shaikh Fakhruddin Owaisi Al-Madani [ See page 10 of the “Blue Book 1” ].
31st August 2009 @ 08H00

English translation:

Afrikaans translation:

Chishti Nizaami Qamari
31st August 2009

Chishti Nizaami Qamari
31st August 2009

Ustaad Rawoot

Ustaad Rawoot

Fondly remembering an Afrikaans writer-cum-poet,
the late Professor Ronnie Belcher who loved Na’at.

Every height of perfection did he] so attain
Elke hoogte het hy] tog so perfek behaal
No darkness his] beauty allowed to remain
Dig donker het in sy] wonder wyse verdwaal
Such conduct was his]:
who] taught us every refrain

Sulke stilte van moed het hy] so mooi bepaal

Benedictions on him] and his] family again!

Salawaat op hom] en sy] famielie elke maal!

CD 16
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]


By: Sir Nurul-Hasan

Bibi Halimah went from door to door announcing:

“The beloved Prophet] has come into my home.
Fortune is smiling upon me,
Allaah-’s most beloved] has come into my home.”
“Visible all around one sees the clouds of mercy gathering.
The entire atmosphere fragrant.”
The Archangel Gabriel6 himself is singing:
“The Intercessor] has come to Bibi Halimah’s home.”
“Tell darkness to lift its tents and leave.
Light has come to stay.
Almighty Allaah Himself- has addressed the beloved Prophet] as:
“LIGHT OF THE DAY AND OF THE NIGHT].”
This very same light] has come into my home.”
“Upon realizing that this Prophet] does not say “NO” to anyone and
his] is the door of generosity personified,
the world stands with arms outstretched to receive all bounties.”

We beg for alms from your] blessed hands in the auspicious names
of your] progeny. Please grace us with your] favour.
Your] slaves have come to your] door.”
“Prophet Abraham6 and Prophet Noah6 are near and dear indeed.
Prophet Moses6 and Prophet Jesus6 are both greatly honoured too.
The one] whose auspicious feet the Empyrean kissed, is the very same
CHOSEN ONE] who has come to my home.”

When the Angels6 shall come into my grave
and give me the glad tidings that I may witness his] countenance by saying to me:
“Rise in honour Nurul-Hasan,
the beloved Messenger] of Almighty Allaah- has come into the niche of your grave.”
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot

Chishti Nizaami Qamari 5th March 2007
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I wish to see Madinah!
By: Haasil

Dear beloved Prophet], please fulfil my heart’s innermost desire
that I witness Madinah before I close my eyes.

I wish that could become the recipient of extraordinary visuals,
whenever I close my eyes, I see naught save your] Mausoleum.

All of them are luminaries, shining because of your]
Divine Light. The sun, the moon and also the planets.
All those who turn away from you], will simply be devoured
by darkness.
These waves belong to a storm quite determined and your]
followers are immersed in sin.
Dearly beloved Prophet], please shower upon us your] mercy.

O light] of Arabia, O mercy] unto all,
O essence] of creation, O most trusted] of all.
Whosoever has given himself over to you],
does not care about what this world has to offer.
Should I go to Madinah a hundred times,
my heart will still not be satisfied.
I should either leave my heart there or
you] please reside in my heart.

O Haasil! Why should I not disappear
in my love for Muhammad]?
Whosoever loves the beloved Prophet]
is loved by Allaah Almighty Himself-.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
25th March 2007
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His] greatness is something else!
By: Raaz from Ilaah-Abaad

The greatness of the beloved Prophet] is something else!
He] is the ruler of both worlds keeping nothing to himself].

I have seen the place called Jannat.
I have seen a Green Dome and a gold-coloured mesh there.

The shadows are fragrant and the sunshine cool.
The city of the beloved Prophet] is something else!

Hundreds of thousands of prostrations by him/her will become
null and void if he/she does not love and respect the beloved Prophet].

The beloved Prophet] will have us sinners be forgiven
by The Lord Most High-.
When has Allaah- ever denied His- most beloved] anything?

We receive our bounties from the beloved Prophet]’s door of mercy daily.
Why should I then say that I have naught?

This is a special bounty by my spiritual guide.
Raaz! I have for a few days now focussed on his image.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
19th April 2007
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There would have been naught
had there been no Muhammad]
By: Baaqi
Buds would not have bloomed. Flowers would not have smiled.
Had the gardener] of existence not been.
All these are the alms of my cloaked Master].
There would have been naught had there been no Muhammad].

There would have been no moon. There would have been no stars.

These colourful sights would not have existed.
Neither would buds have bloomed nor would young flowers have
showered us with their fragrances.
There would not have been birds to sing the praises of The Lord Most High-.
The seasons of spring would not have visited the gardens.
Fountains of mercy would not have showered upon anyone.
There would not have existed this colourful display amongst flowers.
There would have been naught had there been no Muhammad].

This world was made because of Muhammad].
This earth has been decorated through his] grace.
These mountains, these seas, these gardens, these deserts,
these days, these nights, these mornings, these evenings and these dawns.
Nor would there have been a beginning nor an end.

The message of the glorious Qur’aan would not have issued.
Baaqi! There would have been no sign of an existing world.
There would have been naught had there been no Muhammad].
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
3rd May 2007
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The Intercessor]!
By: Ajmal of Sultanpur

The king] of Jinn and man is amongst the companions.
The lamp] is in the midst of the moths and
the moon] is in the midst of the stars.

If the heart is madly in love with the founder of Islam],
I swear by Allaah- that that heart is the abode of the most beloved] of Allaah-!

To pen the praises of the king] of both worlds is by no means an easy task,
for at the slip of the pen, one is in danger of losing ones faith.

We have absolute trust in the mercy of Allaah Almighty-,
Our eyes firmly fixed on the intercession of the intercessor].

That connected personality does not suffer any damage nor harm,
whosoever is convinced of the mediation of the beloved Prophet].

He] is always and at all times present, even in the grave.
I swear by Almighty Allaah- that Abu Bakr and Umar would attest to this.

Now Ajmal, I am in an absolute state of focus,
sitting here with my eyes fixed upon the Green Dome.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
4th May 2007
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Tonight!
By: The honourable Ajmal of Sultanpur

The Devils chest has been torn with grief tonight.
The pride of the disbelievers has been broken tonight.
Darkness has forsaken the entire world tonight.
The lustre of the Mount of Sinai has been unveiled tonight.
The beloved Prophet has gone to meet with his Maker tonight.
There is only Light Divine all over because of the
Divine Light] of The Divine Light- tonight.
There is light as far as one can see tonight.
Wherever one looks only light can be seen.
Wherever mans eyes is focussed, man sees light.
Spread all over to the envy of the moon is light.
Tonight is the night on which is bestowed the crown of nights.
It is evident that tonight is the night of the LADDER OF LIGHTS.
How luminous is this night on the earth as well as in the skies.
Tonight is the night on which Divine Light rains.
Tonight is the night when the bridegroom] is accompanied
by a procession of his] followers.
Tonight is the night on which the one loved is met by the one who loves.
Tonight is the night on which the beloved Prophet] is visiting the Empyrean.
Tonight is the night known to all as the night of Me’raaj.

The moonlight dotes on the moon tonight.
All particles because of their glow are counted amongst the stars tonight.
Ajmal! The highest place in Paradise is envious
of this joyful atmosphere tonight.
Fountains of Divine light are pouring out in all directions tonight.
O Almighty Allaah-! Let not this night end tonight.
Let the raining of Your- Divine Light never cease.
Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
4th May 2007
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]
By: Saleem Husain Maqbul

What is there more dear to see than you]?
What more could I possibly desire to see when I see you]?

If only I could see myself from time to time
in the alleys of Madinah.

May I one day reach your] auspicious door in such a manner that
I see the fruits of all my innermost longings.

May my eyes please be blessed by witnessing your] beloved countenance.
If only I could one day witness your] many a luminous splendour.

May I remain in the circumference of your] Mausoleum
and humbly prostrate wherever I would find your] auspicious footprints.

Maqbul! Even though one has been so sinful, one would see
the beloved Prophet]’s undisputed mercy in action which is
beyond any human understanding.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
12th June 2007
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By: Raaz Muraad Abaadi

You have not seen the Ka’bah, the map of Paradise as yet?
You have seen nothing if you have not seen Madinah yet.

He] sacrificed his grandsons for the sake of his] followers.

I have not seen any leader like this before.

O death! Dear death! Please wait a little!
I have not seen the shrine of the beloved Prophet] yet.

The archangel Gabriel7 listens to the descriptions of Madinah
as though he7 has not seen Madinah yet.

Ridwaan! I do not feel at ease in Paradise.
I have not seen the Green Dome here.

He], the beloved Prophet] is never far away
from my sight nor my thoughts.
I have never felt alone.

Oh Raaz! How can I wipe out this darkness in my heart?
I have not seen that flowing river of Divine Light].

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
25th August 2008
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By: Alhaaj Abdus Sattaar Niyaazi

The doors of mercy are open. Ask, ask!
His mercy is continuously giving. Ask, ask!

Your casket will be filled as well.
Ask as a beggar at the door of the beloved Prophet]. Ask, ask!
One day your invitation from Madinah will arrive too.
Ask to be there. Always ask. Ask, ask!

My friend! Your wishes too will be fulfilled.
Ask to be in the atmosphere of the alleys of Madinah. Ask, ask!
Do not despair! This is the door of my asylum].
Why are you standing so quietly? Ask, ask!
The beloved Prophet] has been chosen as the distributor of
the treasures of the Lord Most High-.
He] is always at the ready to give. Ask, ask!
No one will be deprived of his] grace.
His] generosity is always at the ready. Ask, ask!
Niyaazi! I will ask the beloved Prophet] for HIM].
Whenever the beloved Prophet] announces; “Ask, ask!”

Daata, Khwaajah and Ganj-e-Shakar love you too.
Ask via their medium. Ask, ask!
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
25th August 2008
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]
By: Bekal Utsaahi
Without Bibi Aaminah’s darling], there would be no Qur’aan,
there would be no Sharee’at [Islaamic law]. How would it be possible
to gather to discuss his] personality and character if one doe not
long to celebrate the birth of the beloved Prophet]?

Acquire the fondness of performing Tahajjud [Prayer after midnight],
Haj and fasting, the mark on the forehead, the prostrating in Salaah but
be aware that Allaah Almighty- does not accept any worship in which
the beloved Prophet] is not remembered.

Dress with pomp and glory to your heart’s content. Prostrate from
dawn till dusk and beyond if you will.
Remember however that the human being who does not love the
beloved Prophet], can not be a Muslim.

The moon was split. The sun returned to its former position.
The trees went into prostration upon prostration.
Please tell me, you who deny the grandeur of the beloved Prophet],
where does the beloved Prophet] not rule!

Laugh at me and jeer at my life: but O hypocrite, take hold of
the rope of the beloved Prophet] and hang on for dear life. Come
with me to the gatherings in which firm commitment to a system
of belief is celebrated and I will feel no enmity towards you.

I am a poet of the court of the king of guidance].
I am a messenger who encourages love for the beloved Prophet].
I have no complaints against those of you who judge me
to have a sharp tongue.

O ruler of Madinah]! Please invite me to your] shrine. This place
makes me feel truly disheartened. Please lift me from here.
Your] Bekal is in a strange dilemma indeed.
I do not feel safe here.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
28th August 2008
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]
By: A’laa Hazrat Imaam Ahmed Raza Khan of Bareilly Shareef

We hear that the beloved Prophet] is the only one
who will be effective on the Day of Resurrection.
Since he] alone is going to be effective then we have hope!

You are joyous for the merciful one] has given you hope?
Well, wrong-doer, I must say that I am amazed at the case you present
[carrying on doing wrong under the pretext that you will be forgiven] .

Everyone standing in the lines on the Day of Resurrection has called out:

“O master] of the helpless! We beseech thee]! We beseech thee]!”

None of my deeds could weigh in my favour on the scales.
My beloved master]! Those who have blackened their names
are looking towards you] for clemency.

Good tidings unto those who have fallen.
Our beloved master] is in prostration. Crying, beseeching
Allaah Almighty- to forgive by starting to intercede.

Alright! If you insist O mystic, Madinah is less important than Makkah.
But for us, we are of those who love the beloved Prophet].
Why do you always have to be in dispute?

There was no doubt in the information. I swear by the Highest Name of
Almighty Allaah-! O Raza, I swear by the Highest Name-!
He] alone is going to be effective! He] alone is going to be effective!

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
31st August 2008
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]
By: Alhaaj Abdus Sattaar Niyaazi

The beloved Prophet] himself graces the gatherings which are set up in his] praise.
The ones who attend are indeed the ones who are invited by him].
Almighty Allaah- is witness to the fact that they are most fortunate indeed
who celebrate the birthday of the beloved Prophet].
Those of you who love to sip from the fountain of love,
go to the shrine of the beloved Prophet].
The beloved Prophet] fills everyone’s cup to the brim, even today.
They have no idea to what the extent of the beloved Prophet]’s mercy can stretch
who day in and day out are bent on frightening everyone
by putting images of Hell before them.
Those too who have no-one to turn to, are embraced
by my beloved master], the beloved Prophet]
Just look at the width and the breadth of the beloved Prophet]’s love,
he] even takes a no-good like me under the protection of his] cloak.
Even Almighty Allaah- speaks about the greatness of those
who continuously busy themselves in praising the beloved Prophet].

Those who accept the beloved Prophet] as their protector] and intercessor]
go home from these gatherings with their bags filled to the brim.
I live on the hope that someone will one day come and say to me;
“Come the beloved Prophet] is calling you to Madinah.”
The beloved Prophet] is in charge of the treasures of Almighty Allaah-.
Verily! It is so true Niyaazi! We receive all that we receive
from the beloved Prophet].
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
1st September 2008
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By: Alhaaj Abdus Sattaar Niyaazi

We are gathered to sing the praises of the beloved Prophet].

Enjoy yourselves, swaying to and fro to the metre.

I will render Na’at as long as you will listen to

the praises of the beloved Prophet], swaying to and fro to the metre.

The continuous remembrance of the beloved Prophet] brings about
a world of peace.
Celebrating the birthday of the beloved Prophet] rids one
of all types of grief and every calamity.

Set up a gathering with the intention to praise and listen to
the praising of the beloved Prophet] and you’ll see,
mercy will pour upon you, swaying to and fro to the metre.

O those of you who love the beloved Prophet],
the essence of life is such that
I swear by this very same life;
“Worship,

dear Niyaazi, is having on your lip constantly, the praises

of the beloved Prophet], swaying to and fro to the metre.”
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
1st September 2008
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L
By: Alhaaj Abdus Sattaar Niyaazi

At last! The beloved Prophet] has graced me with his] favours.
All my desires have been fulfilled.
I had the beloved name of Madinah on my lips and
Lo and behold! There I was, presenting myself at that beloved door.

Ensure that you take part in the gatherings where
the beloved Prophet]’s praises are sung.
Awaken your sleeping fortune and prosper!
For whosoever has partaken in such gatherings
I swear by the Name of the Lord Most Highhas become enriched within him/herself.

Cool whiffs of air are starting to visit.
People have begun to notice me.
Since the day dearly beloved Prophet],
I befriended your] illustrious friends.

Niyaazi! I can not describe how much I have attained.
The world has begun to identify me as a servant of the Panjatan.
[ Panjatan: The beloved Prophet], Sayyiduna Ali, Bibi Faatimah
and Imaam Hasan and Imaam Husain ]

Since the day I became identified as a servant unto this household,
my services have become most popular.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
1st September 2008
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By: Habeeb Painter

Beloved Prophet]! Please honour me in such a manner at the head
of this gathering, for all to see that my eyes be in the state of anxious
wait and I witness your] beloved countenance for all to see.

I focus diligently on your] every attribute in my mind
for I don’t know which attribute will reveal
your] countenance unto me.

I wish to be sold as a slave of the beloved Prophet] in Madinah.
I wish my worth to be settled via the auspicious name
of the beloved Prophet] at the head of the business areas.

Tread carefully, O Pilgrims!
This is the city of the beloved Prophet], Madinah.
Let it not come to pass that your entire journey amount to naught.

Make me so dizzy with love of your personality, beloved Prophet],
that whosoever sees me, may become reminded of you].

You] wish to remain hidden from me and I bound
by the laws of respect for you] otherwise
I would prefer to see you] wherever I wish, whenever I wish.

Habeeb! Even if my spoilt situation worsens,
whatever must be will be - so let it be - but no matter what,
I want to see the auspicious countenance of the beloved Prophet].
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
2nd September 2008
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By: Tajammul
How do I start? How do I tell you who this beloved Prophet] is?
When the secret was out, the worshipper knew him] as the Master].
If you], O beloved Prophet], travel to and fro between Madinah and
here continuously, please liven my being by exposing your] beloved
countenance unto me as you] come and go.
Whatever it is that we are in receipt of, be it the good things in life,
be it wealth or be it pomp and glory. It is all your] generosity,
your] grant, your] bounty O beloved Prophet].
No matter what anyone thinks you] are; whether they attest that you]
be a slave] {Q:15:01} or a Prophet],
I attest to the fact that you] are indeed the bridegroom] of both worlds.
Your] porch the Empyrean? No, we assess it to be of higher status.
And the alleys which you] frequented Paradise? No, we assess them
to be of higher status too.
Your] status is beyond comprehension dearly beloved Prophet].
Your] style so attractive and lovely.
Whosoever recognised your] status, loves you] with all his/her being.
O beloved Prophet]! Those who know, know for certain that you] are
the Master] of the well of Kauthar [well in Paradise], the ruler] of
Paradise and the intercessor] on the Day of Resurrection.
Do they assess the special nobility bestowed upon you] by your]
Lord Most High- to be of trivial importance? Your] respected
Companions knew you] and recognised your] status.
The most beloved] of Allaah Almighty- is a Prophet] of such
magnanimous grandeur that I ask; “If you do not recognise who
Prophet] is, then how ever will you recognise who Allaah- is?”

Whosoever has not heard the praises of this most beloved Prophet],
whosoever has not witnessed his] Divine Light, is at best deaf in
the ears as well as blind in the eyes.
Tajammul! You are speaking the truth. We are naught, he] is the all.
This statement of yours is true. We attest it to be good and
we know it to be good.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
26th August 2008
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By: A poet unknown

Fondest greetings unto you O beloved messenger] of Allaah Almighty-.
Salutations and Benedictions upon you].
Fondest greetings unto you O most beloved] of Allaah Almighty-.
Salutations and Benedictions upon you].

Today is your] auspicious birthday.
Salutations and Benedictions upon you].
There is much joy in both worlds.
Salutations and Benedictions upon you].

Divine light came forth from your forehead and lit the entire house.
Archangel Gabriel7 came and said:
“Salutations and Benedictions upon you].”

Prostrating as soon as you] were born, pleading in a manner only you]
could possibly recite: “Please forgive my] followers O Mighty Lord-.”
Salutations and Benedictions upon him].

When the beloved Prophet Muhammad] was born, a sweet smell emitted
from his] person. The entire world became fragranced.
Salutations and Benedictions upon him].

Born free from after-birth, circumcised and pure he] was.
Divine light emitting from his] auspicious countenance.
Salutations and Benedictions upon him].
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
4th September 2008
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How exquisite! What a Creator-! What a Creator-!
What a Creator-!
One- such, Who- with a single word “BE”, created
His- Own friend].

It was seen at the home of Bibi Aaminah from Basra
that a sun] unique was bathing everyone and everything in its light.
Salutations and Benedictions upon him].

A Voice- from the unseen instructed: “Name him] Muhammad].
In the multitude of creation, he] will be unique.
Salutations and Benedictions upon him].

The angels7 were circumambulating the home of Bibi Aaminah.
And then there arrived the clouds to pour a shower of mercy upon all.
Salutations and Benedictions upon him].

He] was shown the secrets of the worlds. All undiscovered secrets
were disclosed unto him]. Well-informed, even with the secrets of
Allaah- Almighty Himself-. Salutations and Benedictions upon him].

The angels7 took the beloved Prophet Muhammad] on a tour of the skies.
They7 showed him] everything in the east as well as the west.
Salutations and Benedictions upon him].

What a day of joy today is. The birthday of the leader] of all the
messengers7. Noble is he], topmost] and just the greatest]!
Salutations and Benedictions upon him].
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
5th September 2008

This “Kalaam” was handed to me in an A6 sized Black Book which is 90 years old by:
Mr. Cassiem Dakhwe. I thank you sir, on behalf of everyone.
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By: Fayyaaz

Make me unable to see the garden or the garland.

Dear Lord-! Whenever my eyes lift, let me see Madinah.

There is no telling what the eyes of such a person can see if
blessed by the beloved Prophet] himself.

One can see the Empyrean even if blind
if one should rub the dust of Madinah over one’s eyes.

I would love my worship of love to be accepted immediately
when I see the beloved Prophet] whilst I am in prostration.

My master]! It is my dearest wish and my love for you that
Fayyaaz be found reciting a Na’at on the Day of resurrection.

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
5th September 2008
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]
By: Hazrat Shah Sattaar Waarsi

O king] of beauty, most beautiful king]! Who does not yearn for you]?
The heart which does not yearn for you] is in ruin indeed.

Lost it is, forever roaming in the barren lands of ecstasy,
the love which is void of the fragrance of your] love.

Why, pray tell are there beautiful experiences of shooting-pains
in every blood-vessel, resulting from my love for you]
when there is no other near nor dear to my heart?

My yearning eyes have seen you] on many occasions but
it is a different matter that you] are not face to face with me.

The one who loves you] truly is not in disgrace
no matter if he/she be amongst the dead or amongst the living.

Every form and shape displays your] light.
O beloved Prophet], now I have no enemy.

Just the thought of the one] I love, has satisfied my every need.
Now I do not need to sip from any type of pitcher, cup nor goblet.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
5th September 2008
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Purely Na’at
By: A’laa Hazrat Imaam Ahmed Raza Khan of Bareilly Shareef

Such is the wondrous beauty of the beloved Prophet] that
the thought of imperfection exists not.
This is the flower] without thorns; this is the lamp] without smoke.
Who is without means to express what he/she wants to say?
But I am in love with your] mode of speech.
There is much said in that which you] don’t say; and your] style of
making a statement is beyond description.
Verily! The beloved Prophet] himself is the door to The Lord-.
There cannot be a better asylum. Those who have been There, should
first come here; for those who do not come here, will not reach There.
O worshippers! Let it be known that whosoever insults the beloved
Prophet], is openly defiant! For is each of us not made from
the Divine Light of the beloved Prophet]? Not hither? Nor thither?
Tongue-tied they were. Nay! Lifeless and dumbstruck they were in
your] presence, all those pure and great linguists of Arabia who
boasted their literary skills.
He] is the Divine Light of The Truth-; he] is the sovereign]!
Everything is from him] and everything belongs to him].
Not only is the sky his] property; so is the earth and every era.
He] ascended

and was

] in “

One, the ruler] in all place. One, The Ruler- from “

”.
”.

You] travelled at the head of the Empyrean with your] focus
on the earth. There is none and nothing in any dominion hidden
from your] sight.

I sacrifice my life in your] service. If my one life is insufficient
then I sacrifice both worlds in your] service. I am content with the
offering of both worlds you]; what can I do, I wish I had millions
of worlds to offer in your] service.
There is none in your] colour, form or style. One will not find any
like unto you] for none has been made like unto you]. Dearly
beloved prophet]! I can’t even call you] a bud; these are found in
heaps. I would then become guilty of challenging your] uniqueness.
O Raza! Am I to praise the proud and the wealthy? Indeed not; I am
a servant of my noble master] and my faith is not on sale for a few
coins [a few pieces of bread].
Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
19th September 2007 [Assisted by Maulana Ahmed Mukadam Al-Qadiri]
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Purely Na’at
By: A’laa Hazrat Imaam Ahmed Raza Khan of Bareilly Shareef

Dawn has arrived in Madinah. Divine light is being distributed.

The star] of the Empyrean has arrived to receive it in person].
A delectable flower] has blossomed in the garden of Madinah.
The air fragrant; the nightingales singing Divine Testimony.
I am your] servant; you] the king]. Please fill my cup with Divine Light.
You] bring light to the day. Pour. Oh please pour a generous amount of
Divine Light.
Divine Light prostrates in your] direction five times a day.
His] auspicious face being the absolute focus of The Divine Light.
Divine Light waiting for his] eyebrows to twitch their instructions.
The forehead of Divine Light bows in your] attendance on this earth.
Divine Light found the magnate] of Divine Light in prostrating to you].
You] are our asylum of Divine Light; your] every limb a portion of Divine Light.
Like a shadow does not have a shadow; can there be a shadow of Divine Light?
Every child in your] pure lineage is a child of Divine Light.
You] are the fountain of Divine Light; your] entire household Divine Light.
The moon used to bow in whichever direction your] finger] pointed from
the cradle.
How the toy [moon] of Divine Light used to dance to his] every signal.
One the image until his] chest. One the image there from.
The beauty of the grandsons; each a collective half of his] person.
His tresses

. His mouth

. His eyebrows

. His eyes

The beloved prophets] entire face being
O Raza! Such is the beneficence of the Divine Light of the
Divine Lighted Ahmed] that my Ode [lyric poem of exalted style]
prospered into an Eulogy [poem of high praise] .
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
26th September 2007

.
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]!
By: Imaam Ahmed Raza Khan of Bareilly

Millions upon millions of Salutations and Benedictions upon you]!
O Full moon] in the darkness which used to surround the Ka’bah
Millions upon millions of Salutations and Benedictions upon you]!
O most luminary sun] of Madinah.

My chest is immersed in uneasiness. Please let the early morning
breeze arrive from Madinah with good news for me so that my heart
may sing.
Millions upon millions of Salutations and Benedictions upon you]!

You are the ruler of all creation. You] are the distributor of all subsistence.
Who-so-ever received, received from you].
Millions upon millions of Salutations and Benedictions upon you]!

We sin against you] and then we ask for your] protection.
Please give us asylum in your] cloak.

Millions upon millions of Salutations and Benedictions upon you]!

Please give us eyes with such light in them that we may see.
Your light is beginning to appear.
Millions upon millions of Salutations and Benedictions upon you]!

Please guide me to do your] bidding. A bidding such which pleases you].
So that the name of Raza may be righted.
Millions upon millions of Salutations and Benedictions upon you]!
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
30th September 2007
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The focus of the Ka’bah!
By: A’laa Hazrat, the leader of the Sunnis, Imaam Ahmed Raza Khan
Adapted by: Ustaad Rawoot on 3/11/07
O Devotees! Go and see the Mausoleum of
the beloved Prophet]!
See the Ka’bah then go and see the focus of
the Ka’bah!
May you not be wrapped in wild worry and
deep concerns the night before.
Travel to Madinah and witness the pleasant dawn.
Quench your thirst well with the water of Zam-Zam.

Go and experience the great feeling of peace when
being in Madinah.
Witness the splendour of the restless at the Ka’bah.
Then witness the eagerness of those who love the
beloved Prophet].
You flutter around the one whom you admire?
Now watch your flame become the moth in Madinah.

Kiss the Ghilaaf of the Ka’bah, to your hearts content.
Then go and see the glow of the curtailment at the
beloved Prophet’s] auspicious grave.
The Ka’bah is decorated with much pomp.
The reason for the existence of this very same
Ka’bah], is in Madinah, in person.
Jum’ah in Makkah is like Eid for the devoted
worshippers!
O sinners! Go! Go and witness the glory and the
joy of a Monday in Madinah!
Listen! Listen carefully O Raza!
When you hear the call from the Holy Ka’bah:
“ See the Shrine of my Beloved] through my eyes!”
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
4/11/07

is in place for; Victorious, the Muslims entered the sacred precincts of the Holy Ka’bah, hurting
The term
none. The world has never seen a victor so kind. Hazrat Bilaal was eager to announce the Athaan on top of the Ka’bah.
He asked the beloved Prophet] and was granted permission. Upon reaching the top of the Holy Ka’bah, he did not know
which way to face and asked the beloved Prophet] what to do?
The beloved Prophet] answered: “Face the one] who gave you permission.”

See page 53 in THE BLUE BOOK - ISBN 0 620 34166 1
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Praising the beloved Prophet]!
In Udhi Urdu
By: A Poet Unknown

The wind joyously whistling along, intoxicated.
O what a beautiful night.
O beloved Prophet], I touch your] auspicious feet.
O what a beautiful night.
I bow at your] auspicious feet, Aaminah’s darling].
O what a beautiful night.
O beloved Prophet], I touch your] auspicious feet.
O what a beautiful night.
It so seems like somewhere the flute of your] message is
in full-cry-melody.
As though the Ruler- of the skies is in attendance inside
the tent.
The sky, frenzied, twirling crazy:
totally drunk, the entire Galaxy.
O beloved Prophet], I touch your] auspicious feet.
O what a beautiful night.

‘tis a moonlit night. ‘tis the time of midnight,
my mind, racing.
This river bank, these laughing Lotus flowers.
The sky smiling at me. What a lovely atmosphere indeed.
Everything in sight, so youthful.
The moon and the stars in dialogue with each other.
O beloved Prophet], I touch your] auspicious feet.
O what a beautiful night.
The wind prancing to and fro. The atmosphere fragranced.
What an ecstatic state of circumstances.
Somewhere, a helpless bird suddenly called out:
“Where is my love? Where is my love?
The place seems so desolate to me. My eyes gazing in wait.
The night is so empty with you] not being here.
O beloved Prophet], I touch your] auspicious feet.
O what a beautiful night.”
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
20th August 2009

Please refer to the previous page
{Angel Gabriel6's wing} by Allaamah Iqbal
for a clear understanding as to why this poet/poetess makes
reference to the self as being a bird.
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L
]
By: A’laa Hazrat Imaam Ahmed Raza Khan of Bareli
The greatest and the topmost is our beloved Prophet].

Most exalted and most dignified is our beloved Prophet].

The most favourite of his] Creator- Most High is our beloved Prophet].

The point of focus of both worlds is our beloved Prophet].

Who became the most illuminated lamp of the last gathering?
The lustre of the Divine Light- our beloved Prophet].

The one for whom the seat on the Empyrean is most suited,

the most sublime sovereign is our beloved Prophet].

In the presence of whom all the torches were doused,

such a torch was brought by our beloved Prophet].

The water from whose sole sprouts eternal life itself,
the very essence of the Messiah7 is our beloved Prophet].

The goal for The Empyrean and The Chair was achieved

when our beloved Prophet] set off towards his] Creator Most High-.

Higher than creation is the status of the friends of the Creator-.
Higher than them is the status of the messengers7.
Higher still is the status of our beloved Prophet].
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Unto whom] beauty itself is loyal and faithful,

so pleasing to the heart is our beloved Prophet].

All beauties are bland in comparison to

the beauty of our beloved Prophet].

Kauther {the drink which will be fed to those entering Paradise at the hands of
our beloved Prophet] himself} and Salsabeel {Name of a Heavenly spring}
are but two drops of our beloved Prophet].
Active and flowing mercy itself is our beloved Prophet].

Just like everyone has only ONE Creator-, likewise;
The Prophet7 of these people. The Prophet7 of those people.
Your Prophet7, is our beloved Prophet].
Each era witnessed the coming of messengers7, who are each a star.

Until the moon itself arrived who is none other but our beloved Prophet].

Who gives truly? One must be able to back ones claim.

A giver in truth is our beloved Prophet].

Who knows how many stars shone and then hid!

But never to wither is our beloved Prophet].

The Prophets are the rulers of both worlds.

The master of all the rulers is our beloved Prophet].
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The light which travels up until the Empyrean and
the glory of all places,
is the Divine Light of our beloved Prophet].

Whosoever you may identify as the best amongst all
those who are good,
better still than the best is our beloved Prophet].

Whosoever you may identify as the loftiest amongst all
those who are great,
greater still than the greatest is our beloved Prophet].
Why should I ask any of the Prophets7 for anything?
{They7 themselves will need the intercession of the final, our beloved Prophet]}

What a Prophet] is your Prophet]. Our beloved Prophet]!

The one] who split the moon, is

the very same Light of The ONE-, our beloved Prophet].
All those who were luminaries, shone in the light.

The one who shone in the Dark, is our beloved Prophet].
The one who gave dead hearts eternal life.

the very essence of the Messiah7 is our beloved Prophet].

Raza! Give the afflicted ones the good news!
The one who is the asylum unto all, is our beloved Prophet].
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal 16/01/08
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By: Anwar Farkh Abadi

Grace us please dearly beloved Prophet] with such grace
that we may come there and kiss your] auspicious feet.

Worship means to live in this world in such a manner that
the sight be set on the Ka’bah and in the heart be Madinah.
I swear by the hallowed name of the Lord-. This in fact is worship!

Blessed are we for we have been granted the light of loyalty.
We have dearly beloved Prophet], decorated the sanctity
of our hearts with Salutations upon you].

May the darkness surrounding us disappear in such a manner
that we may witness the time of dawn in Madinah.
Never may our hearts desire to be there wane.

Whosoever has received the message of the oneness of THE ONE- from you]
has been introduced to his/her Creator- by you].

Your] grace is the grace of the Lord-.

Please do not allow this prayer, this wish of Anwar to be rejected.
When death arrives, may it arrive in such style
that I breathe my last at your auspicious feet.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal 18/01/08
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By: Mutrib from Ajmer
in Purbi

Urdu

Your] style, your] adorning are so unique, O lovely one].
O Master] of both worlds. Salutations and Benedictions upon
you]. The world is lit by your] person and personality.
Salutations and Benedictions upon you].

You] are the expert at grace personified, O king] of both
worlds. Salutations and Benedictions upon you].
My eyes are most eager to witness your] countenance.
Salutations and Benedictions upon you].

The world was given to sparkle. The Heavenly Nymphs7 and
Angels7, all7 singing your] praises. The Arch Angel
Gabriel7 kissed your] auspicious feet. Salutations and
Benedictions upon you].

You] travelled from the earth to the Empyrean. You] are the
Leader] of all the prophets7. The Creator- Most High sings
your] praises continuously. Salutations and Benedictions upon
you].

Your] beloved prince. My accomplished guide. It is my
fervent wish that Khwaajah be pleased with Mutrib one day.
Please grant me my dearest wish O most beloved] of Allaah-.
Salutations and Benedictions upon you].

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal 18/01/08
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L
By: Alhaaj Abdus Sattaar Niyaazi

Looks like my yearnings are not going to be fulfilled as yet.

I am receiving no news from the beloved Prophet].

The beauty of the beloved Prophet] is so wondrous,
no beauty like unto the beauty of the beloved Prophet]
is being seen by me.

Those who arrange the gatherings where Salutations and
Benedictions are sent unto the beloved Prophet],
are the ones whose homes are not visited by poverty.

Because lamps are always lit in the remembrance
of the beloved Prophet],
darkness does not visit my abode.

All your worship comes to nil
if you do not keep the beloved Prophet]
in your mind and in your heart.

When, oh when Niyaazi is the beloved Prophet]
going to invite me to his auspicious door?
I am still awaiting any such news.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
2nd September 2008
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By: Anwar Farkh Abadi

Whosoever go to the shrine of the beloved Prophet],
return having all their wishes fulfilled.

The beloved Prophet] is the supporter of the inflicted.

His] mercy is beyond measure, unique.

He] loves to shower love upon the afflicted.

Whosoever attach themselves to the beloved Prophet],

pour out their woes at his] auspicious feet, crying their hearts out..

These are the ones who get their bags brimful.

Allaah-’s attention dotes on the wishes of the beloved Prophet].

Whosoever asks at the auspicious door of the beloved Prophet],

receive much more than what is written in their share.

All grievances disperse immediately,

in times of difficulty Anwar, as soon as

the beloved name of the beloved Prophet] is pronounced by my lips.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
13th November 2008
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Someone asked: : Pray tell me who is it?
Who is loved by all. The one you refer to as: My Master].
My lips started to move. My eyes became tearful.
My heart pumped harder. And I said:

By: Hayraan
The one] who has the Seal of Prophet hood on his] back,
whose] forehead is always aglow, is the leader] of all the Prophets7.
This indeed is the beloved Prophet], the cloaked one].

When he] invited all unto the worship of ONE Lord-,
announcing his] mission from a hill, Sayyiduna Abu Bakr and
Sayyiduna Ali were ecstatic! The Master himself] has endowed
them with inner faith.
Then the most beloved] of the Creator Most High- passed his]
blessings unto all. The most beloved messenger] of Allaah- was
not armed with any arrow, spear nor shield.

Allaah- said: “Behold! I- have brought My- most beloved]
unto Me- on the night of Me’raaj.
He] is My- most beloved image, grace personified. How elegant
My- Messenger] is!
Simplicity lays itself down at his feet. How indescribable Mymost beloved] is!
Behold! See what a childlike innocence My- most beloved]
displays.

There is no other such light] which can make darkness disappear.
The Heavenly Nymphs and the Angels are unanimous in
saying; “No one else can possibly be so compassionate as he].”
No one can embrace an enemy in the manner that he] has shown.
He] has always assisted the weak and the meek. And has always
lifted the fallen.

Hayraan! It is because of our Master] that we have received the
words of Allaah-.
We received love, peace and tranquillity, correct guidance, as well
as the Glorious Qur’aan.
We have been blessed with the Leader] at whose] door all
leaders bow.
To top it all! This is the very same beloved Prophet] who will
intercede for his] followers on the plains of Resurrection.

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari Principal 20/01/08

L
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L
By: Saabir
Dear Ahmed] the Messenger]! The Divine Light] of the Lord-!
Your] chaste personality defies description.
The Angels7 send Salutations upon you].
Your] great splendour defies description.

The sun and the moon dote on your] lovely countenance.
Morning and evening sacrifice themselves on your] tresses.
Who can stay their eyes on your] auspicious cheeks.
Your] oratory skills defy description.

Arch Angel Gariel7 stayed behind. The lightning steed
“Burraaq7” became tired. Raff Raff7 could not go ahead either.
The Sustainer- Himself said; “Come unto Me- O Beloved].”
Your] proximity to the Lord- Most High defies description.

Never having eaten to your] full capacity. Remaining hungry,
tying stones to your] stomach. Giving to others in basketful capacity.
The style of your] giving to others with your] own hands defies
description.

What did the disbelievers not trouble you] with. You] never
lowered Yourself] to their levels. “Dear Lord-! Grant guidance to
my] people.” you] would say. Your] commitment to the LordMost High and your] loyalty to your] fellow-man defy description.

How is it at all possible for me Saabir to describe your] person
and personality? The Glorious Qur’aan describes you] in the most
apt way. When the Lord- Most High has described and praised you]
Himself- then what in comparison can I possibly say, in praising you]?

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal 18/01/08
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L
By: Arsh Malsayani

O saddened heart! Go and visit the holy shrine in Madinah.
The shrine because of which there is a divine light in the
chest of the world.

The image of the beloved Prophet] is such that one can
only say; “Blessed is he].” The light of the beloved Prophet]
being such that one but only exclaim: “Praised is the Lord-!”
The true image, in its full lustre is manifest in every heart.

The way to find the peace in ones heart in this world of struggle
is to have Lord-’s name on ones tongue and the image of the
beloved Prophet] in ones chest. One never far from the other.

Prostrate yourself at the threshold of the door of the beloved Prophet]
and gain for yourself, everlasting life.
Let the world busy itself in the struggle of life and death.

Who is concerned with the whirlpool? Why worry about
the storm when the beloved Prophet] himself is steering
the boat?
The one who seats himself/herself in the chaste vessel leading to
the oneness of the Lord Most High- is saved.

O Arsh! The door of the beloved Prophet] is the asylum of those
most fortunate.
They are the ones who spend their days and nights in Madinah.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal 18/01/08
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By: Hazrat Sayyid Faqir Muhammad Shah
One unveiled is hidden behind the veil I see.
Ahad- is evident in Ahmed] I see.
O preacher! If he] is absent from the sanctuary of the Ka’bah or
any given holy place,
then please tell me the absolute truth, what would you see?

He- is first. He- is last. He- is hidden. He- is evident.
He] is first. He] is last. He] is hidden. He] is evident.
Where do you fit in all of this. Do you see?
Understanding the mystery of the MEEM of Ahmed] is the
highest form of mystical knowledge.
The Lord- is the servant], the servant] is the Lord-, I see.

Please ask those who see with the eyes of truth;

“Have you ever seen the servant] separate from his] Creator-?”
I became silent, oh so silent, the moment I understood the meaning
of ALIF LAAM MEEM.
No one else but myself could I see.

O mystic! What do you call that which has no shadow?
Tell me truthfully! What do you see?

One is wounded by your glance another out of control.
Someone is in awe of your sharp witted style I see.

On your] excellence, your] style, your] amorous glance, your] dare,
no one is left untouched and everyone passionately devoted I see.

There are hundreds upon hundreds who love, follow and obey Habib
of Haidar Abad.
Humble Faqir seems to be but a mere devotee, I see.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal 20/01/08

Live on DVD
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L
By: Iqbal

Everyone is travelling to Madinah and I’m left behind in tears.
My forehead in a tangle, my feet slipping.
I am moving towards Madina as though a criminal.
My eyes displaying shame, my person trembling.
Someone supported me, else
where am I and where are these pathways twisting and tangling.

I have lost my sense of sight yet I see.
I have seen Madinah but without seeing it.
After reaching Madinah I understood what the word holy means
The air being purely pure, the atmosphere solemn.

The slaves of the beloved Prophet] will approach on the
Day of Resurrection in such a state of heightened wretchedness
with their heart’s longings in dust.

The same Iqbal who was so made up with joy yesterday
now remains sad, very sad in longing to see Madinah again.

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
11th January 2007
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Praising the beloved Prophet]!
By: Qamruddien Anjum

My life, my dignity are the result of remembering
the beloved Prophet] at all times.
It pleases me when my love for him] displays itself as pain
and if in turn I am wounded, I feel like a flower.
Whosoever came within your] auspicious glimpse achieved
for themselves great protection.

It is because of you] beloved Prophet] that we are at ease
and we are pining for your] company.
My passion as well as my tunes. My heart as well as
the melting of my heart and
my tears, bring joy to my eyes.
I accept this whole heartedly.
You are smitten with the idea of being with the nymphs
in the palaces of Paradise. I just love the fact that I
have been given the talent to praise the beloved Prophet].
Describe unto me what your Paradise is like.
My Paradise is the alley in which the beloved Prophet] resides.
Your] mention on my tongue brings unto me abundant blessings.
My every despair turning into joy.
Mercy descends at that very same place
wherever I remember you] O impressive one].
This yearning of mine will find it’s goal and
I will enjoy heightened honour in both worlds, if
I say: “I am your] slave”
and you] say: “I] accept.”

It is a matter of great good fortune indeed that on your lips
O melodious Anjum,
sometimes you have the praises of Almighty Allaahand sometimes the praises of the beloved Prophet].
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
2nd December 2008
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By: Hazrat Shah Sattaar Waarsi

I have witnessed a strange miracle of love.
I have witnessed the image of the beloved Prophet] in the mirror of my heart.

I have witnessed unintentionally; love in a spectacle of helplessness.
I have witnessed a single human] being at the head of the Empyrean.

Receiving a mere signal of the index finger of the beloved Prophet],
everyone saw the moon split into two.

My eager eyes witnessed the lifting of the veil,
whenever the beloved Prophet] appeared unto me in my mind.

Because I have witnessed the beloved Green Dome in a dream,
I gather that the beloved Prophet] will invite me to his] beloved city.

I witnessed the most beloved Prophet] in every form and from every angle
whenever my love honoured me with the special sight needed.

Everyone has witnessed the one, who is under the watchful eye of
the beloved Prophet], A RIVER WITHIN A DROP.
Translated by: Ustaad

Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari

4th August 2008
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By: Aabid

The fact that I am rendering a Na’at, is a gift from
the beloved Prophet].
The fact that I love him] so, is a gift from
the beloved Prophet].
In present times man has acquired numerous and various styles
of justifications.
The fact that I fear to tread on the wrong path, is a gift from
the beloved Prophet].
Pondering upon the alleys of Madinah in my mind and building castles
in the air imagining that I shall visit there someday. And walk amongst
those beloved alleys every day, is a gift from the beloved Prophet].

Rendering Na’ats in the gatherings where we gather to praise and listen
to the praises of the beloved Prophet]; then return home after filling
my pitcher brimful with blessings untold, is a gift from the beloved
Prophet].
Alone in the quiet, I calculate what I may or may not have gained.
The fact that I fight with myself about it, is a gift from the
beloved Prophet].

The fact that I oppose those
who all assess to be rich and in control,
is a gift from the beloved Prophet].

The fact that I fear Allaah Almightywhen I listen to the Ahadeeth [Traditions] of the beloved Prophet],
is a gift from the beloved Prophet].

There is no need to get oneself entangled with the world.
The fact that I fight for the truth,
is a gift from the beloved Prophet].
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal 07/08/08
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By: Abdus Sattaar Niyaazi

The Empyrean is continuously concerned with
circumambulating the heart of the one who always
has the beloved Prophet] present within it.

Wherever there is a gathering, busy in Darood [Benedictions]
and Salaams [Greetings upon the beloved Prophet]],
Allaah Almighty Himself- is witness to the fact that such
a gathering is surrounded by a Halo of Divine Light.

One should pray and ask for forgiveness through the
medium of the most auspicious name of the beloved Prophet]
and his beloved progeny, should ones bag be filled with
defects and deeds which render it stained in black.

I am the lowest amongst the low, the worst amongst
the bad but I have heard from the good ones:
“Those who attach themselves to those who are good
and great, too become good and great.”

It would be a great thing, quite extraordinary indeed if
some stranger arrives asking:
“Is there a God-fearing Niyaazi living anywhere nearby?”

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal 11/08/08
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The potion of love!
By: Muhaddith-e-A’zam-e-Hind
The guide by day and by night of the learned – The crown of the Mystics
Hazrat Maulana Shah Abul Mahaamid Sayyid Muhammad Saheb Qiblah
Ashrafi Jeelaani of Kachocha

Look at the effects of the potion of love.
I am experiencing indescribable stations/situations from its effects.
The Angels7 are bringing Salaams where the Prophets7 and
the Owliyaa are sending Salutations. All the Prophets7 of
times gone by were collectively in attendance during the Isra.
When they7 saw the beloved Prophet] approaching, all7 in
one voice announced: “The leader] is coming! The leader] is coming!”
When at the door of the spheres it was asked: “What is happening?”
Gabriel7 answered excitedly: “The ruler] of the Haram is coming.”
Whether it be the morn of the birth of the beloved Prophet] or the time
of his] night-journey. Whether it be my grave or the time of Resurrection.
Whenever he] arrived. Wherever he] arrived.
Whosoever saw him] said: “The graceful mercy] is coming.”
He receives the Light of the Lord Most High- when the heart
skips a beat at the mention of the beloved Prophet].
Think of it as the drink of Kauthar, those tears that come forth in the
love for the beloved Prophet].
The beloved Prophet]’s grace and wonderful wonderworks are

indescribable. So are his] rank and his] dignity.
There is such lush expansion in my soul.
There is such an uproar in my chest.
It seems like messages of invitations are arriving from Madinah.
The entire world is against me. My fate has turned its back on me.
I do not require their patronage.
For the beloved Prophet] will surely benefit those in the Here-after
who are enjoying his] benefiting them here and now.
How do I assess my beloved] ’s sleek face, but to know it to be
my Qur’aan? Like when he] comes to me in my world of contemplation.
I am unable to stop thinking of him].
Inform all the diseases of all eras that they should stand aside and flee
as quickly as they can. Hazrat Ali has a frightening expression on
his face and has taken his sword out of its sheath.
This redness on your face. These drops of tears. Reveal the
emotions of your heart O Sayyid. How can one hide ones love
which at every opportunity displays itself so freely?
Translated by: Ustaad

Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari 17th May 2009
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By: A Poet Unknown

The first letter

There is a
in Kalimah [Muslim Creed] and there is a
Musalmaan [Muslim] as well.

There is a
in Islaam [Peace] and there is a
Eemaan [Inner-Faith] as well.
There is a

in Saum [Fasting] and there is a

There is a
as well.

in Rehmat [Mercy] and there is a

The lustre of this

in
in Ramadaan as well.
in Rehmaan [Beneficent]

is in Raheem [Merciful] and in Kareem [Generous].

Look what an abundance of blessings there are in the
the beloved Prophet].

There is a
And there is a
as well.
There is a
as well.

in

in Aasmaan [Sky] and there is a

in Zameen [Earth] as well.

in Makaan [Abode] and there is a
in Ilhaam [Revelation]. There is a

of the name of

in Makeen [Inhabitant]
in Ruhul-Ameen [Gabriel7]

There is a
in Raaqim [Writer], Qalam [Pen] and there is a
Louw-he-Mubeen [The Manifest Slate] as well.
Life’s renewed spirit is in this

in the

of the Garden of Na’eem [Delight].

Look what an abundance of blessings there are in the
the beloved Prophet].

of the name of

If there is a
in Hamd [Praise of Allaah-] then there is a
in Haamid [Praiser]
too.
There is a
in Mard-e-Kaamil [Accomplished worshipper] and there is a
in
Mujaahid [Defender of the Faith] too.
There is a
in Namaaz [Worship / Salaah] and there is a
[Mosque] too.

in Masjid

There is a
in Mureed [Mystic disciple] and there is a
Murshid [Mystic teacher] too.

in
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It is the Divine Light of this very

that is to be found in the heart.

Look what an abundance of blessings there are in the
the beloved Prophet].

of the name of

The letter

Ahl-e-Hayaa [Those who practice modesty], received their bounty from this
The Shaheed [True Martyrs] received immortality from this

.

Hoebb-e-Khuda [Love for The Lord Most High-] is a gift of this

.

Imaam Hasan7 and Imaam Husain7 received their7 bounties from this
There is a

.

in Haj, Hajr-e-Aswad [The Black Stone] and in Bait-ul-Haraam.

Look what an abundance of blessings there are in the
the beloved Prophet].

This

.

of the name of

is a companion in the Lahad [Grave] for one’s ease.

This
will accompany one in Mah-shar [The field of Resurrection]
to supply Rehmat [Mercy].
This

will be at one’s side at the time of Reckoning to give Himaayat [Defence].

This

will be with one in every situation to give Hifaazat [Protection].

This

is the Hal [Solution] to every difficulty at every station.

Look what an abundance of blessings there are in the
the beloved Prophet].

is the Mehboob [Beloved].
When
If
When

Is Muhabbat [Love].

is in Haakim [Ruler] then
is in Hakeem [Healer] then

of the name of

is also in Hukoomat [Rule].
is also to be found in Hikmat [Wisdom].

is in Rehmaan [Beneficent] then

is also to be found in Rehmat [Mercy].
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is in Haider [Hazrat Ali] as well as in Hasnain7 [Imaams Hasan & Husain7].
Look what an abundance of blessings there are in the
the beloved Prophet].

of the name of

The second

This

gave Muraad [Hope] to those who had none.

This

introduced the worshipper to The Mighty Lord-.

This

brought blasphemy and hostility to it’s knees.

This

delivered the death-knell to the world of mischief-mongers.

This

secured a Maqaam [Place] for me in Paradise.

Look what an abundance of blessings there are in the second
the beloved Prophet].

of the name of

This

has destroyed the tyranny of Qadeem [Old / Times gone by].

This

has delivered the Mercy of The Lord Most High-.

This

is the asylum and the shelter of the Yateem [Orphans].

The abundant blessings of this
This

is present in Makkah and in Madinah.

brings the message of peace to the wrong-doers.

Look what an abundance of blessings there are in the second
the beloved Prophet].

of the name of

The letter

Prophet Adam7 was prostrated to by the Angels7 because of this

.

The Devil became rejected by The Lord Most High- because of this

.
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Since there is a
in Haamid [The Praiser], there is a
Mahmood [The Praised] too.
Both worlds came into existence with the

in

.

Both the Deen [The Faith] and the Duniya [The World] are the
of Muhammad].
The very foundation of both the worlds is the

of Muhammad].

If
is to be found in Daanish [Intellect] then it is to be found in
Daanaa [Wise] as well.
If
is to be found in Daulat [Wealth] then it is to be found in
Daataa [The Giver] as well.
If
is to be found in Imdaad [Help] then it is to be found in
Madaawa [The Cure] as well.
If
is to be found in Durr-e-Sadaf [Hidden Oyster-shell] then it is
to be found in Darya [The river] as well.
One will see that in every heart exists the light of this
The very foundation of both the worlds is the

.

of Muhammad].

Allaah Almighty- loves the Darood [Salawaat] because of this
It is because of this

.

that all Deher [Material] exists.

Faiz and Jood [Good influence and generosity] exist in the generous
personalities because of this
.
The Lord Most High- is happy with the

of the Shaheed [Martyrs].

Near and far is the wonderful spread of this

.

The very foundation of both the worlds is the

of Muhammad].

Translated by: Ustaad

Rawoot

Chishti Nizaami Qamari
1st March 2009
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]
By: Alhaaj Abdus Sattaar Niyaazi

Those who love my asylum] are the ones
whose graves will never be dark.

Those who ask at the door of the beloved Prophet]
are the ones who will benefit in unique ways indeed.

Those who are sinners yet take to arranging gatherings
in which the beloved Prophet] is praised,
will be covered by the beloved Prophet]’s shawl.

They will not be inconvenienced at all who

ask through your mercy O beloved Prophet].

The Mercy of the Lord Himself- will not allow us to fall into
the fire for the beloved Prophet] will be present to protect us.

They will never return empty-handed who
have in their hands cups of want
with your auspicious name written on it O beloved Prophet].

Niyaazi! There is a crowd of intoxicated ones,
sipping from the beverage of unity.
Seems that the beloved Prophet] has spilled some of that drink here.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal 25th August 2008
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A Kokni Qaseedah!
By: ?
The status of the messenger Muhammad] is unique!
Unique is his] dignity, his] prestige unique!

When this messenger] came to this world,
idol-worshippers became Muslim.
It is his] wonderwork! The idols fell on their faces!
The status of the messenger Muhammad] is unique!
Had he] not arrived in this world,
nothing and no one would have existed here!
Paradise! Hell! It is all his] doing!
The status of the messenger Muhammad] is unique!

He] taught us that Allaah- is ONE!
He] made Muslims all over the world!
He] is the Almighty-’s pride. Allaah- is his] Protector-!
The status of the messenger Muhammad] is unique!

YOU] are the “Cloaked-one]”. YOU] are our guide and leader!
We will hold onto your] auspicious feet on the Day of Resurrection.
YOU] are our master]! YOU] are our protector]!
The status of the messenger Muhammad] is unique!
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal

28th December 2006

A Na’at in Kokni
By: Hazrat Sayyid Husamuddien Kardawi

When the beloved Prophet] started
to reveal his] person and message
to the peoples of Arabia.

Blasphemy was stopped in its tracks
and the Idols fell on their faces.
Even the Devil started to hide his face.

Wow! A new season had arrived in
this world! All withered seasons had
left bringing forth a spring quite new.

Meaning our beloved Prophet],
the mercy] unto ALL! All of this occurred
when he] started to pour mercy over all!

His] title: “THE BIRTH-GIVER TO ISLAAM],
THE KING]OF BOTH WORLDS!”
Who] has never been to any type of school.

But I swear by the name of the Lord Almighty-!
He] started teaching the entire world!

The Cave of “Hira” is auspicious indeed!
Where Muhammad] received revelations
from Allaah-!

It is there where the Archangel Gabriel6
first came and
started to recite IQRA BISMI

He] taught us the meaning of
“The one-ness of the Lord Most High-!
And showed us the way to “see” our Lord-!
The world was dancing with joy
when he] delivered the “Kalimah”!
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal

28th December 2006

The greater portion of Koh-kan {mountainous regions} has been under the rule of just rulers. Because of their covenant, the Muslim occupants of this region
together with their home-tongue Kokni utilized Urdu to meet their religious and traditional needs. Kokni {a dialect} was the medium at home whereas
Urdu satisfied all their written and other needs. In almost every village in the Koh-kan areas one will
come across Mazaars {Shrines / Mausoleums of great Sages}. In-depth research has still to be undertaken about these holy places where the
Friends' of Allaah- are resting. There can be no dispute about the fact that mystical poetry has been popular in the Koh-kan for hundreds of years. Ham’d, Na’at, Qasidas
and Manaaqib etc. have eagerly been recited in the remembrance and honour of these Holy Personalities', such as Gyarhawee [Gadad] and Maulood, for so long now that
is would be impossible to track down the exact date as to when and how all this was started.
More difficult would be the task to pinpoint which village it all started in.
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The uncle became an archenemy of his nephew].
Abu Jahl started to do everything to oppose
the beloved Prophet].

It was the fourteenth night of the lunar month
of Shauwwaal,
moonlight was to be seen all over!

Out of the blue, the wretched Abu Jahl came
to the beloved Prophet]
asking him] to show some miracle!

By Allaah-! Without further ado,
the moon split into two by
a mere signal of the beloved Prophet].

He started accusing the beloved Prophet]
of being a magician
when the ill-fated Abu Jahl saw this miracle.

The scoundrel Abu Jahl was kept devoid
of inner-faith
and left this world as a reprobate.

He busied himself in fencing with
the beloved Prophet],
only to regret his own actions.
In Husami’s chest there is only room
for the love of the beloved Prophet].
No Urdu, no Persian but there is Arabic.
But look at the immense plenitude in
loving the beloved Prophet].
He has started penning Na’at in Kokni!
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot

28th December 2006
Chishti Nizaami Qamari Principal

Hazrat Sayyid Husamuddien Al Qadiri' hails from a beautiful village at the western shores of India known as Karda.
He' was an avid lover of poetry and has thousands of Mureeds {disciples} all over Koh-kan and in South Africa. The book “FAANUS-e-HARAM”
which this Kokni Na’at has been taken from, has been printed in his esteemed memory. He has successfully dressed and addressed the various topics chosen.

What can I say? What can I tell you about
when he saw the truth!
The flames of malice flared even more!

Approximately more than 100 years ago, Hazrat Aleemullaah Shah Wali Al Qadiri'’s Urdu poetry was justifiably most popular indeed.
Hazrat Aleemullaah Shah Wali Al Qadiri' and Hazrat Siraj Aurang Abadi were poets of the same era sharing a connection to At-har Nagar {Tir Chaapli}. Prior to
Hazrat Aleemullaah Shah Wali Al Qadiri'’s popularity in Koh-kan, his' Deewaan {Poetic works} had been printed by the Kareemi Press in Bombay 1903 in Urdu and Gujerati.
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Live on DVD
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Praising the beloved]!
By: Qamruddien Anjum

The name Muhammad] is the coolness of my eyes and
the life-blood of my heart.
Come let us praise him] as he] alleviates us of all our grief and
rids us of all calamities.

Whosoever becomes close unto him] becomes a guide unto others
showing them the way.
He] is forever watchful over all of us.
His] is the glory, grace and charity.

When we witness our wrong-doings and become ashamed,
his] unique and unconditional love for us
will come to the fore to save us.

I sacrifice my all unto him], my person, my intellect, in fact
I sacrifice the beauty of both worlds at his] auspicious feet.
It is because of him] that we enjoy such dignity, such honour,
such name and such fame.

The gathering which is set up to praise the beloved Prophet]
is visited by him] in person.
Whosoever is chosen by his] glance,
sees his/her luck change forever.

Everyone and all thrive on his] alms,
kings as well as beggars are in need of him].
No-one ever turns away empty handed at his] august door.
Everything is his] grace, his] grant.

Whenever I have faced difficulty, my heart has called upon
his] assistance.
Anjum! My faith declares that he] does help.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
5th December 2008
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Praising the beloved]!
By: Saa’im Chishti

I continuously chanted Ya Muhammad], Ya Muhammad], and
a string of Divine Pearls was formed.
I continuously joined Aayat to Aayat [Aayat – Qur’aanic verse] and
before I knew it, a Na’at was formed.

I have yet to meet the one who does not desire to enter Paradise.
It is an accepted fact that Paradise is a beautiful garden.
Whenever the beauty of Paradise was amassed, the alley of
the city in which lived the beloved Prophet] was formed.

Whenever the beauty of the beloved Prophet] became the topic and
I read Wad-Duhaa, I uttered Wal-Qamar. [both meaning: Moon]
Qur’aanic verses were continuously being recited.
In this way I found success and a Na’at was formed.

Whenever the tears of my beloved Master] were shed,
all his] teardrops become sprays of mercy.
Whenever his] locks swayed, night appeared and
when he] smiled, moonlight was formed.

I Saa’im, was most oppressed indeed! Always destitute.
Always helpless. Always sad.
The beloved Prophet] showered me with his] mercy, and
from my helplessness, my prestige was formed.

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
17th December 2008
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A noble Na’at
By: Ajmal Sultaanpuri
Allaah.’s most beloved Prophet] resides in my heart.
Now I have no room to visualize anyone else.
The day since the soil of Madinah entered my vision,
the reality of Paradise became my belief and my faith.
To die in your] love is my aim, my beloved Master].
My faith demands that I live and give myself over to you] at every step.
Your] dignity is in that there is none in creation like unto you].
The verses of the Glorious Qur’aan were given to us through your blessed lips.
Your] personality is truth upon truth from head to toe.
Your] Lord Most High- is true and so is the religion you] so graciously gave to us.
Hundreds of thousands of Prophets7 are excellent, each7 in their7 own right,
but none7 is quite like my Master].
I am travelling to Madinah. Let me reach Madinah.
Madinah is verily the ultimate aim of my life.
May Allaah Almighty- grant that I visit Madinah one day.
Madinah, the place where Allaah-’s most beloved Prophet] rests.
The sight of Madinah will give me inner-peace.
Not being able to witness Madinah leaves me restless.
The topic under hot discussion is the birth of the beloved Prophet].
It is the Devil who got up first and ran away.
Night describes the fragrance of your] tresses.

Morning is the beauty of your] auspicious countenance, beloved Prophet].
Allaah- is your] love and you] are His- beloved].
Allaah- is closest to you] and you] are not to be separated from Allaah-.
Ajmal! My style of worship is to ALWAYS remember the beloved Prophet].
The remembrance of the beloved Prophet] verily is my religion, my school of thought.
Translated by: Ustaad

Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari 16th May 2009
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What is the use of such hands that do not give in your name.
What is the use of such feet that do not walk towards you.
What is the use of such ears that do not hear your name.
What is the use of such eyes that do not drink in your beauty.
What is the use of such a day in which I do not long for you.

Me! Live without you? God forbid!

Support
I have a life-line in that

I am nothing but soaked in the colour of you.

All you have to do is say: “I’ll always be there for you.”

I have accomplished that which I should not have.
All but for your joy. My beloved spiritual guide.

Having been given life by the Sustainer,
I have come into this world, just for you.

The pain of feeling is not everyone's lot.
This treasure is for the chosen ones.

Why did you light the lamp? Please douse it.
Are you not enough light as it is?

Death is upon me. My last breath has arrived.

Please come, even for a few moments.
Translated by: Ustaad

Rawoot

Chishti Nizaami Qamari 25th May 2009

A Ghazal is an Ode in which the subject or “target-person” is not mentioned.
This lends the Ode to as many interpretations as there are ears.
Example: “I love you.”
Everyone knows who is “ I ”.
Who is “ You ” is a very personal secret.

I have chosen to worship you.
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The Mercy] unto all is arriving!
By: Muhaddith-e-A’zam-e-Hind

The manifest seal] of the dawn of creation is arriving!
The most exquisite beauty] of the Eternal Harem is arriving!
The pride] of the eyes of Allaah Almighty- is arriving!
The evidence] of the Glory of Allaah Almighty- is arriving!

The gem] who has been crowned with the intercession] is arriving!
The peace giver] who rules with kindness is arriving!
The ruler of our religion], who the entire creation is needy of, is arriving!
There is an uproar today that the manifest Light] of the Lord- is arriving!

The one] whose auspicious feet display acclaimed light is arriving!
The one] who is the novel first-spring is arriving!
The very one] who is the adornment of the Empyrean] is arriving!
The one] who is the reason for THE VEIL being lifted is arriving!

The medicine] for all ailments is arriving!
The rest and peace-giver] of the troubled hearts is arriving!

The helper] of the poor and the needy is arriving!
The most prominent flower] amongst the bouquet
of those resident is arriving!
Translated by: Ustaad

Rawoot

Chishti Nizaami Qamari
17th May 2009
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The one] having adorned his] tresses today is arriving!
The one] with a beautiful smile on the lips, eyes laced with
Surmah (Antimony), is arriving!
The one] who has the bridle of the world and the religion
in his] auspicious hands is arriving!
The one] carrying Paradise in the palm of his] hand is arriving!
The one] whose birthplace was visited by the Arch-angel Gariel7
is arriving!
The glory and splendour] of TAHAA and YASEEN is arriving!
Onto the earth, the most splendid bloom] of the Empyrean is arriving!
In whose] company the dwellers of all spheres abound,
encircling him], is arriving!
The one] who NEVER said: “NO”, is arriving!
The one] who is loved by one and all, is arriving!
The one] who is wherever we call on him] is arriving!
All praise is due to Allaah Almighty-!
The very same leader], here he] is, arriving!
Translated by: Ustaad

Rawoot

Chishti Nizaami Qamari
20th May 2009
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L
Please fill my casket!
By: Hazrat Sayyid Amber Ali Shah Warsi

Please take my request to the beloved Prophet].
Please beloved Prophet], I am in need of your] help.
Beloved Prophet]. Please fulfil my hopes.
I am a beggar at your] door and request that I receive a share.
Dearly beloved Prophet]. Please fill my casket as I know that
I will not return empty-handed.
What does the world not receive from your] door?
No-one has ever returned from your] auspicious door empty-handed.

You], beloved Prophet] manage the world.
You], beloved Prophet] are the helper of the poor.
You] give everyone a fair hearing whether they are close to you] or not.
You], beloved Prophet] are the one who feels for the poor.

We are in dire straits.
We are in deep trouble, aggrieved and desperate.
Beloved Prophet], please help us for Allaah-’s sake.
We have come to your] door with our arms outstretched.
Translated by: Ustaad

Rawoot

Chishti Nizaami Qamari
1st June 2009
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The whole world opposes everything we try to accomplish.
Who can we trust and approach with our lot?
We are beggars at your] auspicious door, O Chosen One].

In front of who pray tell; can we spread our palms?

Dearly beloved Prophet]. Please fill my casket for I know that I
will not return empty-handed.
Please honour me with something from the treasury
of your] grandchildren.
Congratulations! You] have been blessed as the guardian]
of both worlds. Lucky indeed is the one who has for an instant
come under your] glance.

He gave life to the worshipping of Allaah Almighty- and
saved the honour of the Deen of Islaam itself.
The one who is a beloved grandson of the beloved Prophet]
who was beheaded whilst prostrating.
He gave life to the worshipping of Allaah Almighty- and
saved the honour of the Deen of Islaam itself.
The son of Sayyiduna Ali has done well.
The sacrifice of Hazrat Imaam Husain has produced good results.

By sacrificing himself, the comfort of Hazrat Bibi Faatimah
has excelled in giving dignity to the Deen of Islaam.
The one who gave Islaam new life.
How great is the person and personality of Hazrat Imaam Husain.
In the battle-fields of Karbalaa is where
a favourite and loved-one of the beloved Prophet] gave his head.
Translated by: Ustaad

Rawoot

Chishti Nizaami Qamari
2nd June 2009
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He gave life to the worshipping of Allaah Almighty- and
saved the honour of the Deen of Islaam itself.
The one who is a beloved grandson of the beloved Prophet]
who was beheaded whilst prostrating.
When the followers of the beloved Prophet] see him] on
the Day of Resurrection, they will exclaim with great joy;
“See the beloved Prophet Muhammad] is coming!
The one] who is wearing the
is coming!”
When everyone and all will be presented unto Allaah Almighty-,
the sinners will be suffering such indescribable anxiety.
When the followers of the beloved Prophet] see him] arriving,
they will joyously say to each other;
“See the beloved Prophet Muhammad] is coming!
The one] who is wearing the
is coming!”

When the sinners will be forgiven at the head of the
Day of Resurrection in front of everyone, assuredly
everyone will be concerned about his/her personal loss or gain.

Everyone but everyone will have their hopes placed in
the tender palms of the beloved Prophet].
Just then the beloved Prophet] will arrive.
The time and place itself will announce;
“O those of you aggrieved by their own wrong-doings!”
“Have no fear, sinners! Do not fear, sinners.”
“See the beloved Prophet Muhammad] is coming!
The one] who is wearing the
is coming!”
What an effective call to worship
was the call of the one who loved the beloved Prophet]
sincerely and truly! With all his heart! All his being!
The following narration is a narration true about the manner
in which Hazrat Bilaal used to call the faithful to worship.
One day those present said to the beloved Prophet];
Translated by: Ustaad

Rawoot

Chishti Nizaami Qamari
3rd June 2009
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“Dearly beloved Prophet], Bilaal is not delivering
the call to prayer as he normally would.”
“Please tell us what is your] opinion, beloved Prophet].”
The beloved Prophet] conceded: “It is true what you say.
Someone else is calling to worship today.”
Since Hazrat Bilaal did not deliver the call to worship,
nature itself showed Allah-’s power in that the sun
did not rise that day [as it does every day].
Some Companions of the beloved Prophet] approached him]
and standing respectfully,
asked; “Dearly beloved Prophet].
What could possibly be the reason that the sun has not come up today?”
Just then, the Arch Angel Gabriel7 arrived, bringing a message
from Allaah Almighty Himself-.
Firstly, he7 respectfully greeted the beloved Prophet].
After which he7 delivered the message from Allaah Almighty-.
Hazrat Gabriel the Arch Angel7 said addressing the beloved Prophet];
“Allaah Almighty- loves your] slave.
Allaah Almighty- wishes for you] to know that
dawn will not break unless and until Bilaal himself delivers
the call to worship.”
What an effective call to worship
was the call of the one who loved the beloved Prophet]
sincerely and truly! With all his heart! All his being!
The style of the
calling of Hazrat Bilaal, to the worshipping of Allaah- was such
that Allaah Almighty Himself- listened to its rendition attentively;
and so did all those resident in the Empyrean, enjoy listening to it!
How I wish Purnam that I be called to the door of the beloved
Prophet], at least once in my lifetime. I will then be able to
pour out my heart to the beloved Prophet], hanging on,
to the golden meshwork.
Translated by: Ustaad

Rawoot

Chishti Nizaami Qamari
3rd June 2009
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Someone else!
By: Hazrat Aabid Ali Shah

One gave me life: The one I have always loved, is someone else!
My days and my nights belong to One:
The one who prayed for me in the middle of the night, is someone else!

‘tis the wonder-work of my entreaties that my life has turned out to be
so unique.
Everyone is assisting me but I am a beggar at the door of someone else!

I am grateful that I am one of his followers:
I have the shadow of mercy over my head.
One gave me my heart: My heart belongs to someone else!

One has power over my head and my heart, I have
my sights on someone else.
I praise the One! My memory knows only someone else!

I enjoy the bounties of One: I dote on someone else!
My every action is in obedience to One:
I have the support of someone else!

Day and night, you busy yourself in assessing others:
Why do you not cleanse your own heart?
Calculate for yourself and you will see your own short-comings.
Do not complain about someone else!

The following deed will benefit you.
You will receive your just rewards on the path of Truth.
One will shower you with good,
if only you will do good unto someone else!
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
2nd September 2009
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I sometimes prostrate myself in front of my Sustainer,
sometimes neglecting to do so at the prescribed times.
I am in debt to One: I have high hopes in someone else!

You yourself are in question at every step, questioning,
fighting, arguing. Even then, you are always on his mind.
He has only one thing on his mind, the success of someone else!

I will find my Lord through his efforts. I will not stray.
May I always be at the receiving end of his auspicious hands
for it is what has been decided by someone else!

The fact that you have his name on your lips, is in itself
a reward unfathomable.
But for His most beloved, does the Good Lord show any interest
in someone else?

I am Aabid, the destitute. I do not know how to pray.
One gave me the truth.
I fulfil my duties unto someone else!
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
2nd September 2009
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Your] Shrine!
By: Hazrat Aabid Ali Shah
If I am favoured to, I’ll witness your] Shrine.
One who loves you] so, is sitting in wait.

I spend my days in your] remembrance.
The ecstasy of it all is in mentioning your] auspicious name, dear master].

Amongst the equipment of the luggage of the journey will be ease,
should I meet up with someone who loves you] in the same manner, as I do.

There cannot be a benefactor more effective than what you] are.
Why would one who drinks at your] auspicious hands go elsewhere?

I recited the blessed Benedictions upon you] beloved Prophet],
when at the Netting, I saw your] Divine countenance with the eyes of my heart.

No follower will ever be able to forget the memorable sacrifices

and the untold contributions of your] blessed family-members for us all.

Why should any type of difficulty hover anywhere near such a follower who
recites your] auspicious name] a hundred times before sleeping every night.

Aabid, after having taken ablution sleeps every night with such high hopes.
Who knows when and how, you] will make an appearance.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
2nd September 2009
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A Na’at in Punjabi
By: Hafiz Muhammad Husain Hafiz

A slave is standing at your] blessed door. It has been a while now.
Please fulfil my wishes too. It has been a while now.

All those who are thirsty have had their fill, O quencher].

My name has yet to come. It has been a while now.

O beloved]! I ask but a mere drop or two,
to be sent my way from your] lovely eyes.
I am sitting here, thirsting for your] attention. It has been a while now.

I long to hear a few sweet words from your] lips, O loved-one].
I so desire to hear your] loving words. It has been a while now.

I look out for your] arrival, night and day,
from morning until dusk, every day.
My beloved] has yet to come. It has been a while now.

Please open your] tresses so that I may witness your] esteemed countenance.
The shadow of sorrow seems so long. It has been a while now.

Please call all those helpless, who absolutely dote on you]
to your] auspicious door.
Let there be unrestricted admission. It has been a while now.

Hafiz, your] slave, has but a tiny request.
Please accept his greetings. It has been a while now.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
3rd September 2009
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]
By: Maulana Sayyid Muhammad Haashmi Mia of Kachocha Shareef

What did your Lord- make you]. O beloved Prophet] of Makkah and Madinah.
No-one has ever understood. O beloved Prophet] of Makkah and Madinah.

Be it one hundred and twenty five thousand Prophets7 or thousands of
nymphs of Paradise or male-companions of Paradise, every single one
has sung your] praises. O beloved Prophet] of Makkah and Madinah.

Your] favour upon all is continuous; your] life different.
I have found you] in every Wali (friend of Allaah-) Q:10:62
O beloved Prophet] of Makkah and Madinah.
Let it be known unto everyone: “You] are a resident of

too”

(meaning NO PLACE) referred to as such for every place
has a size and Allaah- cannot be measured in any manner.

You] were invited to

. O beloved Prophet] of Makkah and Madinah.

The place was in Egypt where fingers were cut off.
Here, heads were cut off. O beloved Prophet] of Makkah and Madinah.

It was the beauty of Hazrat Yusuf7 which engrossed Zulaikha in wonderment.
Everyone loves your] beauty. O beloved Prophet] of Makkah and Madinah.

Seeing you] means seeing the Lord Most High-.
Everything has been granted to you].
He- made you] in His- image.
O beloved Prophet] of Makkah and Madinah.

No one has ever been able to tell. No one will ever be able to tell.
When exactly did the Lord Most High- make you].
O beloved Prophet] of Makkah and Madinah.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
28th December 2009
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Everyone’s system of belief is the same, as A‘laa Hazrat has stated:
One- made you] one [unique / incomparable].
O beloved Prophet] of Makkah and Madinah.

Everyone concerned only with their own individual success
but you] are concerned with the success of your] loyal followers.
No one has ever been found as steadfast as you],
O beloved Prophet] of Makkah and Madinah.

All your] holy companions shone out because of your] light.

I know for I have found each to be a star in their own right.
O beloved Prophet] of Makkah and Madinah.

“My] pure lineage continues from Sayyiduna Ali.”
This the beloved Prophet] himself said.
The beloved Prophet] of Makkah and Madinah.

Sunnis are not in any kind of danger for present
is the auspicious Shawl of Hazrat Bibi Faatimah.
They are under its protection. O beloved Prophet] of Makkah and Madinah.
By giving up your material kingdom, he] bestowed you with a new
spiritual kingdom.
It was granted that Makhdoom Ashraf Simnani becomes a saviour
by the beloved Prophet] of Makkah and Madinah.
It is your favour dear Master] that Kachocha is chaste.
I have made my home here. O beloved Prophet] of Makkah and Madinah.

It is the charity of Hazrat Bibi Faatimah
that I am a part of your] genealogy.
You] made me Haashmi O beloved Prophet] of Makkah and Madinah.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
28th December 2009
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L
]
By: Anwar Farkh Abadi

The beloved Prophet] is the master of both worlds,
the soul of the faith,
the essence of The Unity of the Lord Most High-.
The wily attractions of this world is unable to con the one,
who applies the auspicious soil of Madinah to his / her eyes,
focusing on the beloved Prophet] as the nucleus of his / her faith.

What courage Hazrat Bilaal displayed. The world did its best
to dissuade him. No matter what they did, he did not lose faith
in the beloved Prophet].
Now this is what is meant by complete faith.
O the tresses of the beloved Prophet]. Oh my! Oh my!
Even rain doted on them. Should the moon witness the absolute
beauty of the beloved Prophet],
it would conceal its face in the clouds.
The atmosphere in its entirety reveals its joy
on the eve of the nocturnal journey of the beloved Prophet].
The angels7 call out: “The beloved Prophet] is coming.
Instruct the sky to pay obeisance by bowing.”
Becoming disillusioned with world dear Anwar!
Every follower of the beloved Prophet] says:
“O crowned mercy of Madinah] please hide us in your] cloak..”

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
31st December 2009
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L
By: a poet anonymous.

I have brought with me a treasure such
which no-one can take away from me.
With emotions placed deep in my heart,
I have brought Madinah home.

The one] that everyone is yearning for,
bewildered, searching by their millions.
I have by the grace of Almighty Allaahbrought the one] who is buried there with me.

The one] who made something out one as insignificant such as me.
I have brought my chest filled with his] Divine Light.

No matter how I rejoice on the immense joy I feel
at having received such a wonderful gift. No matter how grateful
I may be and show that I am, inward or outward.
It is far too little. I cannot express my joy well enough.
I have been to Madinah. I have brought Madinah home with me.

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
31st December 2009
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]
By: Mufti-e-A‘azam-e-Hind Noori

You] are the lamp of Prophethood].
The world attracted to you].
You] are the moon in the centre of Prophethood]. O my loved one].
Should the Prophet]’s beauty be revealed, every heart will be
immersed in love for it, every eye will want to hold
within its given space, nothing but this beauty.

May my heart glow with the face of loving faith.
O my beloved Master]!
Please fill my eyes with your] Divine Light.

Make me dead-drunk with one brimful sip of your] love,
so much so that I never ever thirst again until the last day.

You] came and all enmity vanished.
The splendour of the faith ruled afresh.
The Ka‘bah became the focus of worship once more.
They had turned it into an idol-temple.

‘tis the intoxication of love.
All senses overtaken by love.
The wise one is crazy.
The crazy one is wise.
O regal one]! How can I not inform my broken heart?
My beloved Master]!
My broken heart is after all your] home.

Why would the alleys not be fragranced
by your] fragrant tresses,
when the hand of nature itself,
combs them?
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
31st December 2009
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The remedy for all sinners rests by that auspicious door.
Madinah is the panacea for all the poisons of the sinners.

Your] fragrance is in every flower. Your] light in every lamp.

All voices praise you]. Everyone longing to be with you].

We drink from your] fountain. We eat from your] grant.
Every drop has your] name on it.
On every grain, your] name engraved.

May every longing be fruitful. May every wish come true.
If only they would lend me their ears and listen to what I wish to say.

I bow my head at the door of the beloved].
Don’t O Najdi, assume this to be my prostration,
I am merely paying my respects.

I have stumbled on my way here,
reaching this place at the cost of my all.
Do not Dear Lord- allow me to lose
the door of Your- beloved Prophet] after finding it.

This is the door of the beloved Prophet]. Let me not stumble here.
Steady yourself – O slippery intoxication.

They speak but say naught – They do but do ought.
If only they had given me a hearing.

O paupers! O homeless-ones and those of you
who would exchange anything in exchange for Paradise,
have you made any pledge? What pledge do you give?
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
31st December 2009
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Have you forwarded any good deeds?
Or do you simply expect reward without having done any good?
You even pledge everything in this world
whilst dealing and wheeling don’t you?.

It does not matter whether it be friend or foe.
The beloved Prophet] has been sent as a mercy] unto all,
be the person related or a stranger.

Cleanse your heart from being materialistic.
You have entered idols into the house [ your heart ]
which belongs only to Allaah Almighty-.

Beside himself with the pain of calluses under the feet,
this worshipper went there head first.
How clever this crazy one.
How very clever indeed!

Please come into my sight and make a home for yourself in my heart.
Make my heart happy. Make me happy. O my loved one].

Please populate the heart of Noori. It is desolate.
If you] manifest yourself] in my heart,
the desolate place will gain splendour.
Noori’s heart is lit with the Divine Light of the beloved Prophet].
May this heart of Noori remain illuminated until the end of time.

Many poets have penned new stanzas, attaching them to this Na’at,
here is but one:
Every image is but a mirage.
Be it the Ka‘bah, be it the idol-temple.
I am in you] as you] are in me, O my loved-one].

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
31st December 2009
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By: Alhaaj Abdus-Sattaar Niyaazi

Nor was I attracted to regal rank, neither sovereignty.
Beggars like me are attracted to the alley of Madinah.

When I was at a distance, life was colourless and bland.
Since I have been to his] alley, life has acquired many a splendid colour.

I am not prepared to leave the door of the beloved Prophet], ever!
I have fallen in love with being of service at his] auspicious door.

Allaah Almighty- loves the style of those
who madly in love with you]
would sacrifice their all at your] feet.

Be proud O Haleemah of the beloved Prophet]
for he] chose your hut above all else.

Great rulers humbled themselves at the feet of the beloved Prophet].
They loved his] humility that much.

The Na’at that you presented to the gathering today, Niyaazi
was applauded by all those who love the beloved Prophet].
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
1st January 2010
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]
By: Alhaaj Abdus-Sattaar Niyaazi
Insert No. 1
I have been honoured without earning it. I have been qualified as a worshipper.
The star of my fortune has been polished.
The beloved Prophet]’s manner of giving is so great, so unique that

my needs made me feel ashamed.
How can I ever thank you]
for doing so much for me, my dearly beloved Prophet].
I used to bring people together to sing the praises of the beloved Prophet].
My Lord Most High- freed me from everything that ever troubled me.

Insert No. 2
No-one knew about me until I revealed my love for the beloved Prophet].
No-one knew about me.
I was nothing until I fell in love with the beloved Prophet].
I was nothing until this great bounty was bestowed upon me.
Insert No. 3
It is the grace of your] gifts. I devote myself to your] style.
What was I worth? You] made me worthy.
Your] personality gave meaning to my life.

Insert No. 4
You] made me feel love.
How could I ever have been worthy but for your] grace?
I was never worthy.
It is your] kindness which is always displayed.
Insert No. 5
I have succeeded. The beloved Prophet] has blessed me.
The beloved Prophet] has blessed me.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
4th January 2010
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The sapling which represents my feelings has blossomed.
The name Muhammad] came upon my lips.
I became aware that the beloved Prophet] was present as soon as I uttered his] beautiful name.
My Creator Most High- gave me much more than what I had ever asked for.
He- granted me such abundant love for His- beloved Prophet].

There are so many blessings in mentioning the name of the beloved Prophet].
Insert No. 6
Whenever I mentioned the auspicious name of the beloved prophet]
before praying for something,
I would be granted my wish before I could err.
The name Muhammad Mustapha] is a name of such magnanimity that
my work gets done at the mention of it where no other name would work.

I received inner-peace, greatness and honour.
I was a sinner with no good deeds to show.
The beloved Prophet] turned my life around and showed me
how to qualify as a dweller of Paradise.
I am indebted to the beloved Prophet] in every moment.
Pray tell me my friends: “What more can I ask of the One- who created me?”
Insert No. 7
‘tis the grace of the beloved Prophet]
otherwise what would I be worth?
Insert No. 8
I am not worthy of all that the beloved Prophet] has honoured me with.
I do not dare think that I qualify at all!
It is the magnificence of the beloved Prophet]
else there is nothing really special about me.

Is the fact that The Creator Most High- has
made me a follower of His- most beloved Prophet],
something to scoff at?
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
4th January 2010
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Insert No. 9
Is it something to scoff at?
I reached the lanes of Madinah in the service of the beloved Prophet].
Is a sign of this nature to a clueless-one such as myself something to scoff at?
Insert No. 10
Why should I not be proud of my achievements?
People recognize me and address me as a servant of the beloved Prophet].
Insert No. 11
I have been crowned with the crown of both worlds.
A crown such which reveals that I am of the followers of the beloved Prophet].
Insert No. 12
I am but an ordinary eulogist of the beloved Prophet].
A mere servant unto those who serve the beloved Prophet].
I poor Jaami am but a mere manifestation of a student
in the school of the beloved Prophet].
A mere flower amongst the many flowers,
(servants who serve the blessed progeny of the beloved Prophet]).
Those who become beggars at the auspicious door of the beloved Prophet],
become some-one and make something of their lives in a flash.
The beloved Prophet] blesses them with such a graceful glance that
they become owners of the wealth of both worlds.

No-one has ever turned away disappointed from the blessed door of the beloved Prophet].
They received whatever it may have been that they requested.
O Niyaazi, I sacrifice myself at the auspicious feet of my beloved Master].
The generous Prophet] made every beggar a generous donor.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
4th January 2010

This Na’at was presented by Ustaad Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan in the genre of Qawwaali.
This genre of music and musicality requires mastery in many aspects of poetry and composing.
The inserts are part of the art of rendition which requires the understanding of the message and
the various possible components of the ideas as penned by the poet.
As will be seen, the inserts do not have to be by the same poet.
The lead singer has to be careful to leave the idea he is busy rendering, returning
to the exact same point after the topic-friendly inserts have been exhausted.
This requires finesse and dexterity and takes many years of studying.

Ustaad Rawoot

Chishti Nizaami Qamari
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Praising Ghauth Paak!
By: Peer Zada Aabid Ali Shah

Please call me to Baghdad, dear Ghauth!

I am very unhappy to be so far away from you, dear Ghauth!

Please come and settle in this heart of mine.

Please bless my barren house with your auspicious presence, dear Ghauth!

You are the one who guides the residents of both worlds
by taking the hand of the one lost.
Please help me for I am in need, dear Ghauth!

You are the favourite of the beloved Prophet].
Thus, I will request of you, dear Ghauth!

Whenever the gathering is set to praise of beloved Prophet],

you too are remembered, dear Ghauth!

Aabid only but prays that

his household remains prosperous, dear Ghauth!

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
7th June 2009
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By: Alhaaj Abdus-Sattaar Niyaazi

O regal helper of the poor. Oh when will you come visit my home?
O one] with royal splendour. Oh when will you come visit my home?

My fortune has turned its back on me.
Please come my master, I have been robbed.
I am a lady, so proud of you.
Oh when will you come visit my home?

I, your servant, dear master, wish to state
that I am surrounded by depression for you are not anywhere to be seen.
My mind is in turmoil. Oh when will you come visit my home?

I dote on you at every moment,
oiling my lamp of love for you in my place of worship.
I call out to you at every excuse. Oh when will you come visit my home.

You are the crown of Hazrat Khwaajah Uthmaan.
Hazrat Qutbuddeen, at your service.
You hold a lofty position amongst the friends of Allaah Almighty-.
Oh when will you come visit my home.

You are the one whom all those who have entered
the Chishti fold look up to. You are their dignity and pride.
You are my entire prayer. Oh when will you come visit my home.

I spend my moments in tears for your company.
Niyaazi looks out for you. I sacrifice my love at your auspicious feet.
Oh when will you come visit my home.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
1st January 2010
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Lauding Khwaajah Ghareeb Nawaaz!
By: Manzoor

Dear master of the Hind [East],
you are undoubtedly the one who assists the poor.

It is through your grace that many became friends of Allaah Almighty-.

Hazrat Baba Fareed Ganj-e-Shakar, Hazrat Saabir Piya being amongst them.
The fact that Hazrat Nizaam-ud-deen Owliya and
Hazrat Ameer Khusro became Walis [friends of Allaah Almighty-]
is by your grace, my dear master.

Please grant me a gift from the boon of your spiritual master,
Hazrat Khwaajah Uthmaan Haroon.
My casket is empty.

Dear master, please help me

in the auspicious name of Hazrat Ghauth Paak.

You invited me to your blessed door.
Dear master, you have blessed me by doing so.
Please grant all of us present, the boon of
Hazrat Khwaajah Uthmaan Haroon.
Manzoor is in your service.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
4th September 2009
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Praising Baaba Fareed Shakar Ganj!
By: Peer Zada Aabid Ali Shah

The lips of those in need had not even moved in Paak Patan
when their caskets were filled to the brim in Paak Patan.

Carefully, very tentatively, passing by the door,
have I witnessed some people in Paak Patan.

Let anyone go and witness for themselves,
during the month of Muharram,
what the atmosphere is like at dusk in Paak Patan.

Lay down your feelings, open your heart and ask of Baaba Fareed,
even withered flowers bloom in Paak Patan.

The glory of the city of Baaba Fareed is unique for this reason that
everyone experiences Allaah-’s Jannat in Paak Patan.

Go there and give your heart a kick-start, for
the lamp of many lights is in Paak Patan.

He is the confidant of the aspirations of many hundreds.
One’s intentions are fulfilled in Paak Patan.

Aabid! He is aware of your pitiful state.
Why are you complaining to the world in Paak Patan?
Translated by: Ustaad

Rawoot

Chishti Nizaami Qamari
11th June 2009
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Praising Daata Ganj Bakhsh Hajweri
By: Peer Zada Aabid Ali Shah

Yours is the light in the day and the light in the night in my courtyard,
Daata Piya!
It is because of you that my home beams, Daata Piya!

Restlessness itself finds solace in a flash,
as soon as your door comes into my view, Daata Piya!

You give all the needy, the gifts of the Lord Most High-.
All these treasures are at your feet, Daata Piya!

I am one close to you, please help me.
Why am I surrounded by misfortunes, Daata Piya!

I found Hazrat Ghauth Paak through the medium of your door.
And there I found the guide] unto Allaah Almighty- as well, Daata Piya!

Everyone is traveling towards the door of the beloved Prophet].
Please grant us sinners too, this boon, Daata Piya!

You are far away from me, yes, but whenever I call upon you,
you would appear to me before my call, Daata Piya!

Whenever I call upon you, my heart feels calm.
You are aware of the truth of Aabid the imperfect, Daata Piya!
Translated by: Ustaad

Rawoot

Chishti Nizaami Qamari
8th June 2009
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A Gift Sincere!
By: Hazrat Maulana Muhammad Ibrahiem Khushtar
Siddiqui Qaadiri Razwi
on Sunday, 19th August, 1992

Regal Ahmed Raza! Regal Ahmed Raza!
Regal Ahmed Raza! Regal Ahmed Raza!
O guiding leader, Regal Ahmed Raza!
O spiritual guide of the pious, Regal Ahmed Raza!
You are a beacon of the truth, Regal Ahmed Raza!
Allaah Almighty-, pleased with you, Regal Ahmed Raza!
We thank Allaah Almighty-, Regal Ahmed Raza!
You explained to us, the manner in which we are to conduct
ourselves, Regal Ahmed Raza!
Why would the Sunnis not succeed when the captain of their
vessel is you, Regal Ahmed Raza!
Who-so-ever fell in love with you, fell in love with
Ghauth Paak, the chosen Prophet] and Allaah Almighty-,
Regal Ahmed Raza!
You severed the heads of those who practice falsehood,
giving life anew to the truth, Regal Ahmed Raza!
Your name true. Every page you penned true.
‘tis the decision of The Truth-, Regal Ahmed Raza!
‘tis the blessings of the chosen Prophet], Ghauth Paak and
Khwaajah Paak which are to be found in your auspicious
Saintly lineage, Regal Ahmed Raza!
‘tis the 2nd lunar month in the Islaamic calendar. Your
anniversary is celebrated in all corners of the world.
Regal Ahmed Raza!
My honour [in both worlds] is in your hands. I, the beggar and
you the conferrer. Regal Ahmed Raza!
I pray that Khushtar be ecstatic in his last breath as well as
in the Here-after, for he is your slave. Regal Ahmed Raza!

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
22nd August 2009
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Making my mark!

You made me forget myself when our eyes met.

I rejoice in being coloured in the colour of you.

You made me see you in me when our eyes met.

When you made me drink the nectar of love.
The road to drawing water from the quay is difficult indeed.
How shall I carry the water through the honey-fields?
When I went to fetch the water,
in my rush, my earthen jar fell and broke.
It drove me crazy when our eyes met.

Khusrau can only see Nizaam.
Call him sweetheart or torment him if you wish.
Say something.
My beloved is not in the mood to give anyone a hearing.
Please say something.
I can hear the critics having their say.
I have committed only one sin, in that I have chosen
to love you, my Peer. Please say something.
I felt like an exhilarated bride when our eyes met.
Translated by: Ustaad

Rawoot

Chishti Nizaami Qamari 25th May 2009

On a given day when Hazrat Ameer Khusrau went to visit Hazrat Nizamuddin Owliyaa, the latter was not in a mood for jovialities.
This upset Hazrat Ameer Khusrau. He would not give in. There has to be a way in which to get his spiritual guide out of this mood.
He noticed that his Peer was amused at a damsel walking by, carrying water on her head. He went away returning dressed like her
and he tried to walk like her which his Peer found hilarious. This brought a smile to Hazrat Ameer Khusrau’s troubled face.
Thus started the culture known as “The culture of Jogan”.

By: Hazrat Ameer Khusrau
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Angel Gabriel6's wing [40]
By: The very learned Muhammad Iqbal

Worlds beyond the stars, are many more
The tests which love is going to put me through, are many more

This atmosphere can not exist should life be a void
Uncountable caravans awaiting you here, are many more

Do not trust the world visible to you and the tantalizing of your sense of smell

Awaiting you are gardens more, nesting places many more

You have lost one place of rest, so what
Opportunities presenting themselves unto you wherein you can
groan and lament, are many more

You are an eagle, royal and regal. Your aim to fly

Presenting themselves unto you are skies, many more

Do not waste your time in these daily mundane activities
For you there is time and even space, many more

Those days are gone when I used to be alone in a crowd

Here I find I now have confidants more, many, many more
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari 11/11/07
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The visitor is here!
By: Ustaad Maqaami Afriqui

Everyone is ecstatic! The visitor is here! The greatest month,
the month of kindness is here!
The friend of the believers, the month of Divine guidance is here!
The month of salvation, the month of Divine integrity is here!
Look! The Divine Light of the Lord- is here! The month of the
Glorious Qur’aan, the month of fasting is here!
All believers are overjoyed! The month of fasting has arrived!
And they all say:
“Now we shall enjoy remembering our Creator- with consistency!”

Fill your being with the remembrance of Allaah Almighty- and
make provision for the Here-after, by destroying all ill-will!
Dear Muslim! Do not be neglectful! The Good Lord- ’s bounty is
knocking at your door! Be vigilant! Do not let it go out of your
hands, unheeded! Fast all the days with sincerity! Aspire to become
virtuous, and become a slave of your Creator Most High-!
Have your breakfast in prayerfulness! Do not budge from your
intention!
Take care of all the days you fast, and collect your reward from
The Highest Power-! Do not despair about your past and how
you have wronged yourself! Repent! Repent sincerely; and have
your sins forgiven!
Do not skip the night-prayer {Taraaweeh}! Do not turn your back
on your obligatory prayers!
The time given to you by this month is unique! The charity given
by this month is unique! The trust bestowed upon you by this
month is unique! The importance of this month is unique!
To fast is the habit of the beloved Prophet]! To remain pious is
the invitation of the beloved Prophet]! To practice patience is the
call of the beloved Prophet]! That which pleases Almighty
Allaah- pleases the beloved Prophet]!

Recite the Glorious Qur’aan with fervour! In such a manner
that the words you recite imbed their immortal effect
on you! Display the rays of Divine Light! Make your scale heavy
with good deeds!
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
6th November 2002
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Chishti Nizaami Qamari
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A month most auspicious!
By: Anwar Farkh Abadi
What an auspicious month the month of Ramzaan is.
It is the month of the manifestation of faith.
The Glorious Qur’aan was revealed in this month.
Life was adorned with grace by the arrival of this month.
Hearts were blessed with good deeds by the coming of this month.

The Devil was defeated by the appearing of this month.
The doors of Hell remain closed for the duration of this month.
The doors of Paradise however remain open for the duration of this month.
Imaam Hasan was born in this month.
The very same Hasan who is a beaming light of the Panjatan.
Whose Father is known as THE ONE WHO DEFEATED
THE ENEMIES OF ISLAAM AT KHAIBAR.
Whose maternal Grandfather] is none other than
the beloved Prophet] himself.
Whose Brother is the leader of all Martyrs.
Whose noble Mother is the honour of Islaam.
Wow! How does one describe the month called Ramzaan?
How auspicious its every night, its every day.
Everywhere one looks, one sees safety and abundance in everything and in all.
Take as much as you will for it is the alms of Muhammad].
Friends, let not any day of fasting escape you.
Let the world go but not the Here-after.

It is written clearly in the Majestic Qur’aan
that those who fast in the month of Ramzaan
will see on the field of Resurrection
that their names will be written amongst the names of the faithful.
They will receive the fruits of their efforts.
They will achieve a home for themselves in Paradise.

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Translated by:
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Chishti Nizaami Qamari
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When the sunlight bright was evenly spread all over the earth,

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Should you commit the Qur’aan to memory!
Film: Sultaan-e-Hind
By: Umar Khayyaam Sahaaranpuri

Son you have an opportunity to become a human better than an angel
if you commit the Qur’aan to memory.

The message of the beloved Prophet] will reach one and all through
your projection,
causing even the disbelievers to accept the faith.
The rich and the poor, the leaders and the clergy, the elders and the young
will stand behind you, following you in Salaah.
You will hold high and lofty, the honour and prestige of the court of
the Lord Most High-.
When you lead us in the Salaah of Taraweeh during the holy month of Ramadaan

You will be the cause of mercy and blessings descending.

Your status is: Warrior, Conqueror and Martyr
You will announce the commencement of the battle.

The Hafiz [one who commits the Holy Qur’aan to memory] will intercede for
many in his/her ancestry.
You will represent us on the Day Of Resurrection.

Whenever the true believer finds himself or herself in turmoil,
you will aid them to the shores.

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
9/11/07
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Make a move towards me and see;
if I- do not pay attention then complain.
Walk on My- chosen path and see;
if I- do not open avenues for you then complain.
Ask of Me-;
if I- do not grant you more than you ask then complain.
Care about nothing but Me-;
if I- do not care more for you than you could ever imagine
then complain.
Waist yourself for Me-;
if I- do not lavish treasuries of mercy upon you then complain.

Sell yourself unto Me-;
if I- do not make you unique and priceless then complain.
Display unwavering faith in Me- that I- will always
sustain you; if I- do not free you of all need then complain.
Allow your tears to flow simply because you fear Me-;
if I- do not release rivers of forgiveness for you then complain.
Be faithful unto Me-; if I- do not bestow you with
your wildest dreams then complain.

beyond

Praise and honour My- Name-;
if I- do not make rulers honour you then complain.
Annihilate your
for Me-;
if I- do not honour you with the drink of life then complain.
Believe in Me- as Everlasting- and Immortal-;
if I- do not bless you with the peace of the life in
the Here-after, then complain.
Become Mine-. Give yourself over to Me- completely and
unconditionally; if I- do not make everyone love and
honour you then complain.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
8th March 2009
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By : Maulana Abdus Samee‘ Bedil
The worshipper meets with his Creator- in Namaaz.
The veil between them is lifted in Namaaz.

The worshipper has arrived in the presence of his/her Focuswhen he/she entered into Namaaz with hands tied.
When you have lifted your hands after making the intention
to worship then remember that you have distanced yourself
from the world by entering into Namaaz.
How can you know the mysteries hidden in the Namaaz
when you enter into the bending position, prostration and
in the sitting postures between?
The body clean. The Lord.’s pleasure. The light of the heart.
O worshipper! How many excellent qualities
are there not present in Namaaz.
Perform Namaaz regularly, ask sincerely
and you will see that there is nothing
which cannot be obtained through Namaaz.
Refrain from delaying your Namaaz for death is always at the door.
Heed the call! Why is the Giver- of life and death insisting
that you perform Namaaz.
Perform your Namaaz if you fear the darkness of the grave.
The light which extinguishes that darkness is to be found in Namaaz.
Namaaz is your friend in the grave. It will intercede for you on
the Day of Resurrection. One will find the tranquillity of
the next world and the promise of Paradise in Namaaz.
The Great Lord- keeps those worshippers dignified, chaste
and free from want whose heads are humbly bowed down
in prostration to the Lord-.
Bedil! Why can the Namaaz not be the ascension of the true believer?
The worshipper finds greatness in Namaaz and therein nearness
to the Lord Most High-.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari 3rd September 2008
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Lauding the Martyrs of Karbalaa!
By: A poet anonymous

Had Hazrat Imaam Husain taken a sip water but once,

water would not have suffered so in the desert sands.

Who says that Hazrat Imaam Husain was yearning for water?
Nay! It was the water that was yearning, thirsting
for the auspicious lips of Hazrat Imaam Husain.

Look how Hazrat Abbaas went with the water-skin,
(to fetch water for Bibi Sakeenah)
the river at his feet
and he does not ask for water for himself.

Though Hazrat Imaam Husain
was martyred mercilessly and whilst thirsty,
his patient companions did not allow water
to drip from their eyes.

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
29th December 2009
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A Prayer!
The Blessings of Allah-, The Peace of AllahUpon Taa-haa], The Messenger] of AllahThe Blessings of Allah-, The Peace of AllahUpon Yaaseen], the Beloved of Allah].
There is no God except AllahUpon the Prophet] be the Peace of AllahThere is no God except AllahMuhammad] is the Noor, illuminating the Throne of Allah-

There is no God except AllahUpon Muhammad] is the Blessings of AllahThere is no God except AllahMuhammad] is the best of Allah-’s creation

We approach [beseech] Allah- through Bismillaah
and through the Guide], the Messenger] of Allahand through every Mujahid for AllahWe ask through the Martyrs of Badr, Oh Allah-

Oh our Ilaah- [Creator-] save the Ummah
from calamities and adversities
and all worries and afflictions
We ask through the Martyrs of Badr, Oh Allah-

Oh my Lord-, You- are the Noor [in me].
The possessor of [Divine] grace and affection
and for how many in separation, You- have sufficed
We ask through the Martyrs of Badr, Oh Allah-

Thousands of Blessings and Peace upon our Prophet]
The Seal] of all the honourable Prophets6
There is no God except AllahMuhammad] is the Messenger] of Allah-

Translated by:

Shaikh Abduragmaan Alexander
May 2009
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Salaam
O final Prophet], please accept our greetings!
O Master of the well of Kauther, please accept our greetings!

O most luminous Light] of the world, the one] who attained
ascension to the Lord Most High-.
We can’t find anyone comparable to you], let alone better,
please accept our greetings!

Many waves are causing dissention. Storms are in full fury.
Please help us O Leader], please accept our greetings!

Allaah Almighty- loves your] every style.
We dote on you] O most auspicious Star]!
Please accept our greetings!

On the Day of Resurrection, the crown of forgiveness
will adorn your] person.
Please accept our greetings!

Please O Master]! Please show Raza Madinah. Please!
So that his heart may become enlightened. Please accept our greetings!
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
11th January 2007
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The moment to display respect has arrived for the gathering is about to disperse.
Let this gathering echo with Benedictions. Every lip sending Salutations.

Greetings with great respect and firm belief!
By: Munawwar Badayuni

Target of love]. Pride] of those who love. Thousands of greetings be
upon you]. Lustre] of Mysticism. Lamp] of The One- and HisOneness. The pure]. The elect]. Thousands of greetings be upon you].
Thousands of greetings be upon you].
O leader] of the prophets6. Master] of the chapters and the whole.
O intercessor], thousands of greetings be upon you]. Most noble of
character]. Seal] of the prophets6.
Thousands of greetings be upon you].
Crown] of the Empyrean. Master] of land and water. Aware of all
near and distant. Everyone's asylum]. Guide] unto all. King] of
Man and Jinn. Leader] unto all creation. Thousands of greetings be
upon you]. Thousands of greetings be upon you].
Helplessness was rife. Error was the life. The soul was dark. Intellect
was disabled. Mercies] descended. Divine Light] showered. You]
changed the very atmosphere. Thousands of greetings be upon you].
Thousands of greetings be upon you].
Sinful storms grew wilder. Rivers of sins rose higher. Waves of sinful
whirlpools broke the shores asunder. It is difficult to do right. Our hands
have been rendered useless. You] are our greatest saviour].
Thousands of greetings be upon you]. Thousands of greetings be upon you].
We are most helpless indeed. Our destination out of sight. We are ready
to march but the pathway is so thorny. Please ease our burden for us.
Please, O our leader], put us onto the straight path. Thousands of
greetings be upon you]. Thousands of greetings be upon you].
Every plain is deserted. The pathways are all grim and desolate.
The light has waned. Life is at an ebb. Please illuminate our hearts.
Please guide us into prosperity. You] are the Light] of the night
and the Light] of the day. Thousands of greetings be upon you].
Thousands of greetings be upon you].
Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
1st

October 2007

CD No. 13 – Track No. 6
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A Na’at in Arabic by: Hazrat Imaam Sayyid Zainul-Aabideen
In Urdu poetic metre by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
1st Safar 1427 / 2nd March 2006

O 1st morning breeze! Please convey greetings from my heart
to the one] who is resident under the Green Dome in Madinah,
my most revered Grandfather] {maternal}.

Whose] auspicious face is Noor personified. Who] is the light of
the day and the light of the night. Whose] well-known trait it is to
guide unto righteousness. Whose] generosity knows no bounds.

Through whom] the Glorious Qur’aan was sent as a complete
proof, by which all other Religions became obsolete. These
instructions came for one and all by which all other Holy Books
became nullified.
We are troubled. All of us hurt and oppressed in the love for
the beloved Prophet].
Fortunate indeed are they who are present in the City
of the beloved Prophet].

If only in the footsteps of the beloved Prophet] with full
knowledge I were able to follow him] truly.
Please O Lord Most High- favour us with Your- grace.

O most luminous moon]! Oh our Leader]! You] are the
intercessor] of the sinners.
Please keep our honour intact on the Day of Judgement.

O most beloved Prophet] of the Almighty-! Your] Zainul-Aabideen
seeks your] support! For he has been imprisoned and is surrounded
by oppressive tyrants.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
6th June 2006

CD No. 12 – Track No. 5

The Poet is the surviving son of Hazrat Imaam Husain who wrote this Salaam in the confines of imprisonment.
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Translated into Urdu by:

116

Salaam
Countless blessings be upon the chaste progeny of
the beloved Prophet] at every moment, and always.
Countless blessings be upon the son of Sayyiduna Ali day and night.

Countless blessings be upon the brave warriors of Karbalaa
who were always on the path of truth, in other words,
countless blessings be upon the beloved of the beloved Prophet].

The one who prostrated in the face of the spears around him.
Countless blessings be upon the leader of the martyrs.

He prostrated in front of Allaah Almighty-, even under the blade.
Countless blessings be upon the prostration of the son of Sayyiduna Ali.

Whose auspicious countenance even made the moon look dim,
Countless blessings be upon the luminous splendour of the cheeks
of the lovely grandson of the beloved Prophet].

The one who fought against thousands though being in a dire state
of hunger and thirst.
Countless blessings be upon the seventy two, hungry and thirsty ones.

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
4th September 2008
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By: Shaariq
Please give my Salaam to the most beloved of the Lord-.
May the Mercy of the Lord- be upon you who is en-route
to Madinah. May the beloved Prophet]’s light glow in your chest.
When your vessel reaches the shore of Arabia,
please bow your head in reverence and
give my Salaam to the leader] of the Prophets6.

Kiss the waves as you reach the shores. After the waves,
kiss the lovely particles of sand. Kiss the earth of the chaste paths
of that sacred place. Kiss the flowers and kiss the thorns.
Then give my Salaam to the essence] of the light of the moon.

When your heart bursts with the joy of being there,
when the love for the beloved Prophet surges in your chest,
when the strings of your heart play havoc with your emotions,
when your very existence screams out your ecstasy,
please give my Salaam to the beloved] of the world.
When your caravan sets off towards Madinah,
may the Salawaat be upon your lips.
When you chant the praises of the beloved Prophet].
When the Lord-’s Grace showers upon you.
Please give my Salaam to the head of the fountain] of benevolence.
When you receive the bounty of presenting yourself at the shrine
of the beloved Prophet]. When you find yourself in front of the
resting-place of the beloved Prophet]. When your soul finds
inner-peace. When all distance is non-existent. When your wish to
witness the countenance of the beloved Prophet] is realised, please
give my Salaam to the one who is the essence] of the light of the sun.

When you approach the auspicious grave of the beloved Prophet],
inform him] of the woes of his] followers, crying bitterly.
Display your craze for the beloved Prophet], openly attaching
yourself to the netting.
Then, please give my Salaam to the Light] of the Lord-.
With full respect, say: “O respected guide]. O affection
complete]. O embodiment of mercy]. Both worlds sacrifice
themselves upon your] every glimpse.”
Shaariq, poor destitute Shaariq repeatedly says:
“Please give my Salaam to the beloved Prophet].”
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
8th October 2008
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Salaam
By: Maahir Al-Qaadri

Greetings, salutations and best regards to the one] who helped the destitute.
Greetings, salutations and best regards to the one] who lived as a pauper.

Greetings, salutations and best regards to the one] who hoarded no wealth.
Greetings, salutations and best regards to the one] who used to sleep on
a tattered palm leaf.
By: Chote Majid Shola
O early morning breeze, please convey this message upon reaching Madinah:
“Master]! Please accept our humble greetings!”

Grief has broken our backs. We have been oppressing ourselves.
It has been a while now dearly beloved prophet]
that we find ourselves lost.
You] are our only hope on the Day of Resurrection.

You] split the moon. The trees prostrated to you].
The sun returned to its former position. These are but a few of your] miracles.
Not only do your] followers love you], Allaah the Almighty- absolutely dotes on you].

You] are the Light of Allaah Almighty-. You] are the most superior guide.
O Leader] of all Prophets6, you] are the non-stop flow of generosity.
Your] absolute greatness is shown in that Allaah Almighty- chose
to bestow you] with the Glorious Qur’aan.
Your] followers pine for you] day in and day out.
Please beloved Prophet], grace us with blessings and ability for our own sakes.
When oh when will we witness the alleys of Madinah.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
11th January 2007
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We received bounties in plenty when you] were born.
The buds of the world-gardens bloomed with happiness.
All and everyone has been adorned by the Lord Most High- because of you].

There is a storm of multitudes of emotions rising in our chests

Everyone’s wish: “Please call us to Madinah”.
So that we may witness your shrine with our own eyes whilst we are still alive.

All the Idols fell down and prostrated when you] were born.
The angels6 were overcome with joy and Archangel Gabriel6 gave alms
preparing to sacrifice himself for you].
The Heavenly Beings [male and female]6 of Paradise too gave charity.

In the auspicious name of Hazrat Khwaajah Saheb, please fill our caskets.
In the auspicious name of Hazrat Sayyid Abdul Qadir Jeelaani,
please favour us with the bounties of those
who gave their all at Karbalaa.

Hundreds of thousands of Salaams to the Leader] of all Prophets6.
Majid prays night and day that he should visit your] Mausoleum.
Please do not allow his hopes be dashed.

* This stanza may be used to replace the stanza as shown depending on the circumstances.
We all pray that everyone visit your] Mausoleum.
Please do not allow our hopes to be dashed.

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
11th January 2007
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By: Anwar Farkh Abadi

The cloaked Prophet] is addressed in every chapter of the Glorious Qur’aan.
Hundreds and thousands of benedictions be upon him].

O Allaah-! Please give us poor-ones a hearing. Please listen to our grievances.
Please listen to those who are helpless, those who are afflicted.

We are of the followers of the cloaked Prophet Muhammad].
The truth is we are Your- trust.
Even then we have no support in this world?
Is the beloved Prophet] not our master]?

The name Muhammad] is always on our tongues.

You have forgotten the cloaked Prophet Muhammad].
Alas! What have you done to your faith.

You have no love for the beloved Prophet] in your heart.
You have no time for the Mosque.

You have turned your back on the religion and the faith.
You have become aloof to your Creator-.

Even then you claim you have the name of the beloved Prophet] on your tongues?
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
29th July 2008
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Anwar! The helpless have found their asylum.
Congratulations! Those drowning have found the shore.

Whosoever receives the assistance of the beloved Prophet],
has found his/her Lord- for sure!

Whenever the lips part to speak about the beloved Prophet],
the slaves have always succeeded in breaking their chains.

All those in slavery [of whatever sort] found themselves free in a flash.
Translated by: Ustaad

Rawoot

Chishti Nizaami Qamari
29th July 2008
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I salute the FIVE MOST HOLY!

I have five of the best who are enough to ward off any calamity.
They are Mustafa], Murtaza
, their two sons' and Fatimah'!
The FIVE known as the PANJATAN!

By: Hazrat Sayyid Riyazuddien Soharwardy

I salute the FIVE most holy whose names are very famous indeed.
The beloved Prophet] is the cause of all that exists, all created
emanating from his] Divine Light.
It is through him] that the hidden appeared and the inferior were
gifted with stature.
All sorrows were replaced by joy. Jealous rivals became friends.
So send Salutations and Benedictions upon him] day and night.
Verily, HE] is the leader of all creation.
She is the daughter and the apple of the eye of the one] who
is the Leader] of all the prophets7.
She is the leader of all the Ladies of Paradise. She is Fatimah
and she is pure. She is very obedient and a true worshipper.
She is the evident image of the beloved Prophet].
Her beauty defies description. She is a gift from Allaah-.
Ali, the one who became the LION OF ALLAAH-. Whose
bravery is known to one and all.
Who became the DOOR of the CITY OF KNOWLEDGE].
Who won the battle of Khaibar. Who captured the Fort.
It is true what Hazrat Bilaal had said. There is no arguing the
truth of it.
Hasan and Husain are the flowers of the beloved Prophet].
He] used to take in their fragrance.
Their parents are Hazrat Ali and Hazrat Bibi Fatimah.
Allaah-’s mercy used to pour over them. Should I find some,
I shall apply the dust of their auspicious feet onto my face.
They made our hearts joyous. Their favour upon us is equally
spread over one and all.
We received a most valuable lesson from Imaam Husain. Even if
you are beheaded in Karbalaa defend your faith in such a manner that
you suffer no grief, experience no regret. If you show no hesitation,
your enemies will shudder from within.
You will be shown every realm of Paradise as you drink from
the goblet of Martyrdom.
Everyone who is referred to as one of the PANJATAN is uniquely
smart. They bring splendour to any gathering. Their youthful
presence is spread over all gatherings. The wealth of both worlds
belong to anyone who has even an iota of love for them.
I shall end this poem by simply stating that:
“I Riyaz am their slave.”
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
22nd June 2007
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By: Someone who loves the beloved Prophet].

Fond greetings unto you] O resident one] at the Green Dome.

Fond greetings unto you] O mercy] unto all!

Fond greetings unto you] O leader] of all of us, O master] of all of us.

Fond greetings unto you O empowered one], O authorized one],
our ruler].

Your] are generous indeed. Your] royal court is generous.

Should you] favour us, none can harm us.

O Allaah Almighty-! Through the medium of the progeny
of Your- beloved Prophet],
please accept this humble greeting of ours.

O favourite] of Allaah Almighty-! Beloved Prophet]!

please accept this humble greeting of ours.

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal 25th August 2008
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They took offence!
By: Hazrat Maahir Saheb Qibla
We had Fatehah and they took offence!
We recited “Rabbi Sallim” and they took offence!

Nothing wrong should one decorate the grave of a non-believer with flowers.

We put flowers on the graves of Saints and they took offence!

It is quite permissible for them to have their full of the “Kachori” of Diwaali.
We presented beverages to our guests and they took offence!

It is not a problem if they celebrate their own birthdays.
We celebrated the birthday of man’s best benefactor] and they took offence!

Eating ravenously all their lives with relish no matter where it came from or
how it was attained.
We offered “Sweet-meats” and they took offence!

Thousands of lamps are lit in the worship of the Devil.
We lit one lamp in worship and they took offence!

They proudly wear turbans made from cloth given to them as personal gifts.
We put Ghilaafs [sheet of cloth] on graves and they took offence!

They cook “Khitchri” in rebellion, continuously.
We cooked “Khitchra” and they took offence!

Maahir! Whenever we rose to our feet during Meelaad celebrations in honouring
the beloved Prophet], they took offence!
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
22nd February 2007
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By: Alhaaj Abdus-Sattaar Niyaazi

Ones longing should be so dignified that one longs for naught.

There should be a supplication but no discussion.

May these eye-lids forever be moist.
Moist in the eagerness to see the beloved.

Do not ever be without ablution in the saintly court of love.

Search with the eye of the heart.
The beloved is hidden in the heart.
The beloved is never found but after the search.

The beloved will remain with you in every moment.

Let the beloved remain as the focal point of your sight
with you nowhere to be seen.

Let the lips sing the praises of the beloved
with the Green Dome in plain sight.
Let none other being nor sight be in my sight.

The entire galaxy looks towards Niyaazi with respect.
He is a follower of the beloved Prophet].
Why should he not be accorded this respect?
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
7th January 2010
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A Lament
By: Hazrat Bibi Faatima-tuz-Zahra
11 A. H. – 632 A. D.

It is not strange that he who hath once
smelt the fragrance of Ahmed]’s Shrine
designs not to smell aught perfume all his life.

(And after him]), befell me such misfortunes that,
had they thus struck the days, (these sombre)
days would have turned into night.

Horizons all around have been obscured by dust;

The sun has been wrapped up and times have turned all dark.

Ere since the Prophet] passed away the earth is sad

And in great pain in mourning for him], sorrowful.

Let all of them, from east to west, shed tears for him] -

O! Pride] of all those on whom shone the guiding light]!

O! Last of Prophets], bounteous source of offshoots blessed!

One- Who revealed the Quran blessed and honoured thee].

Sayyid Mohammed Amir Imam Hur
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Every soul shall taste death!
Q:03:185 A. Yusuf Ali translation
By: Ustaad Maqaami Afriqui

Parent to child:
I can not be seen but
I am not far from you at any given time!
I am hidden from your sight indeed but
I am not far from you at any given time!

My slips and mistakes are in your blood, flowing, slipping.
Who else can be taking these turns and twists?
I am identified through you, pure, for
I am not far from you at any given time!

Do not cry. You are my beloved.
Do not be disappointed at all.
Allaah- is there to protect you always.
I am not far from you at any given time!

I look at you all the time.
You are not free from feeling this.
Remember me always my celebrated love.
I am not far from you at any given time!

Remember me in your Duas.
May you be blessed with good amongst the good.
Visit my grave, unafraid, for
I am not far from you at any given time!

Whose fragrance has been let loose into the air,
boldly settling into my very breaths.
The fragrance of sweet-smells surround you for
I am not far from you at any given time!
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
10th October 2009
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The lessons of conduct which I have strived to impart unto you,
are what will see you through life, fruiting and spreading.
But, remember to obey the instructions of the beloved Prophet].
I am not far from you at any given time!

It is written in the Glorious Qur'aan:
“Every pulse will taste death.” (Q:03:185)
“No-one is going to die stomach-full.”
Recite the words of the Qur’aan with a full sense of dignity.
I am not far from you at any given time!

When you send Benedictions and Salutations (Q:33:56) on
the beloved Prophet], I too will share in the blessings.
May you be blessed, O my gem.
I am not far from you at any given time!

When you beseech Allaah Almighty- to grant me a place in
Paradise, you will in fact prepare a Paradise in this world for
yourself. Capture the moment and I will send you the effect.
I am not far from you at any given time!

Become virtuous waves.
May your name and fame reach every space.
Make wave upon wave, again and again.
I am not far from you at any given time!

Maqaami! The niche in the grave is such a home (for the good)
that a cool breeze will flow over them continuously.
The resident will find peace and rest, day and night.
I am not far from you at any given time!
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
10th October 2009

Request:
If you like what you read,
please give
on all deceased.

This “Kalaam” was written with
Al-Haaj Abdul Ghani Hasan Mia Rawoot
on my mind, who passed away on the 29th day of Ramzaan 1430
corresponding to 19th September 2009.
May Allaah Almighty- grant all deceased Jannat,
In-sha-Allaah-!
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Dear Lord-! We admit to committing wrong,
we are criminals, sinners, we do wrong,
we wrong even ourselves, we are habitually disobedient,
we are ashamed,
we are however,
hopeful of Your- Mercy and Forgiveness,
with tears flowing down our cheeks,
restless with dis-ease,
afraid of Your- Wrath and Punishment,
panic-stricken that we displease You-,
our hands spread in prayer, heads hanging in shame,
presenting ourselves in Your- Court, imploring You-.
Should You- punish us, it is what we have earned.
Please forgive us, for You- are The One- Who
loves us, The Forgiver-.
You- said, You- reassured us:
“My- Mercy outweighs My- Wrath.”
AND
“Do not despair in the matter of My- Mercy.” Q:39:53
Therefore,
we ask You- to have Mercy on us.
We are hopeful of Your- Forgiveness.
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We have no good deeds which we can use
as our medium for salvation.
We have nothing to show that would amount
to a show of obedience.
Nothing to present as true worship which we may
use as support.
But yes, we hold in our hands the protective
merciful garment of Your- beloved], the crowned and
cloaked Prophet], leader] of the holy,
Ahmed] “the appointed one]”.
We are known to be amongst those who live by
the blessings of his] auspicious name].
The very same beloved Prophet] who prayed and cried
whole nights asking, beseeching, imploring Youto forgive us our shortcomings.
We offer the exalted personality of Yourmost beloved Prophet] as our medium to
benefit from Your- Magnificence and Splendour,
Your- Grace and Perfection,
Your- Beneficence and Bounties.

The dignity we are blessed with, is the charity
showered upon us by the mercy of the beloved Prophet].
We beseech You-, O Allaah Almighty-,
using as our agents, Siddique, Farouq, Uthmaan,
Haidar and Bibi Faatimah, and
Hasan and Husain, the Martyrs of Karbalaa.
All the honourable family members of the beloved Prophet]
and his] great Companions, using as medium
the Martyrs of Badr, Hunain and Ahad.
Presenting the charities of the Saint of Saints, and
the Saint of Hind, and all Your- friends in this Ummat.
In the name of all Your- loved-ones collectively,
those whom You- render acceptable and those close unto You-.
May they all be engulfed by Your- Pleasure.
Please forgive us our transgressions.
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Please! Make right for us where we err
and feed us the potion of Your- love.
Make us focus only on You-.
Please lift our sinking vessel out of this turmoil.
Please put out raft to shore.
We are caught up in a whirlpool.
We have lost our dignity and our wealth.

No riches nor rule remain.
No governance nor power remains.
The rule of the Muslims is no more.
The first Qiblah is surrounded by the enemy.
The enemies of the Deen have their teeth
imbedded well into
our beloved places of worship.
We find ourselves surrounded
by our enemies from all sides.

O Lord-! One- with the greatest sense of Honour!
We have been robbed!
Only because we are identified as Yours-!
Because we use Your- name in prayers and
are known as Muslim.

O Greatest One-! O Dignified One-!
O Lord-! The One- who dignifies those servants
whom You- will!
O Protector- of those who seek asylum!
Hear us! Hear us!
Hear the pleas of those who are helpless,
those who are destitute!
Please do not allow Your- chosen Deen
to be discredited because of our black deeds.
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Please keep the dignity of Your- chosen Deen intact.

Please do not let the flag of One-ness be vanquished.
Grant us power.
Grant us strength.
Grant us dignity.
Make us honour-bound to defend our Deen.
Grant us honour.

O Lord-! O Lord-! O Merciful Lord-! O Most Beneficent One-!
Please accept our pleas.
Grant healing to those amongst us who are ill.
Grant ease to those who are afflicted by difficulties.
Save us from hunger and poverty.
Grant us REAL wealth.
Accept us and keep us on the path to You-.
And guide us to do good.
Grant the robe of honour unto those amongst us
whom You- are happy with.
Grant Your- Joy unto us by dressing us in the love of You-.

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
7th December 2009
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01 – Those who displayed their wealth to show off – in poverty.
02 – Those who displayed their knowledge to show off –
adorning the gatherings of the illiterate.
03 – Those who displayed their power to show off – in the
slavery of the weak.
04 – Those who worshipped to show off – turning away
from the faith.
05 – Those who gave alms to show off – eating from hand-outs.
06 – Those who lived on the mercy of others – always in
the state of poverty and need.
07 – Those who used the Deen [faith] to attain the world –
losing the splendour of their countenance.
08 – Those who practiced patience and gave thanks –
honoured by all.
09 – Those who envied others and wished them ill – unable to
see abundance in their earnings.
10 – Those who favoured telling lies – being distanced from
trustworthiness and integrity.
11 – Those who remained angry for long periods – unable to use
their intellect to benefit anyone including themselves.
12 – Those who always looked towards others for their sustenance –
hopeless and troubled.
13 – Those who prodded others for answers – dishonoured.
14 – Those who repent earnestly – relishing worship.
15 – Those who constantly live in sin – drawn deeper and deeper
into the abyss of distress.
16 – Those who denied the rights of others – crying for their own
rights to be recognized.
17 – Those who lived on disallowed earnings – drawn deeper and
deeper into the abyss of troublesome nets.
18 – Those who obeyed their parents – being followed by success.
19 – Those who disobeyed their parents – enduring the hardships
meted out by their own children.
20 – Those who practiced tyranny upon others – flatter the
oppressed.
21 – Those who obeyed Allaah Almighty- – unafraid of the world.
22 – Those who disobeyed Allaah Almighty- - afraid of their
own shadow.
23 – Those who respected the rights of others – famed amongst
others.
24 – Those who served their teachers – surrounded by devotees.
25 – Those who lived oblivious to all and everything – saw so many
things when they awoke that I am unable to describe.

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari 4th September 2008
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The gathering in which Na’at is rendered can never be concluded.
Many more opportunities will present themselves over time,
and the eulogising of the beloved Prophet] will carry on.
The Lord Himself- blesses His most beloved Prophet]
with Benedictions and Salutations continuously.
THIS is love.
This is what is referred to as: “Loving with Dignity”.
Translated by

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
27th February 2010
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The moment TO SHOW HONOUR TO THE BELOVED] has arrived.
For the gathering is about to disperse.
Let this gathering echo with Salutations and Benedictions.
Let the lips say:
“Blessings and peace be upon thee O Beloved]”.
Translated by

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
27th February 2010
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Regal is Husain – A king is Husain
The Faith is Husain – The defender of the Faith is Husain
His head he gave but not his hand to Yazeed
It is indeed fact that: The foundation of the 1st Kalimah is Husain
By: Hazrat Khwaajah Sayyid Mu'inuddeen Chishti Hasan Sanjari of Ajmer
Translated by
Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
11th January 2010
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Urdu metre by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
13th November 2010
@ 12H11

My boat is caught up in a whirlpool
Verily you are the one who is my ally and asylum
Through the medium of Hazrat Khwaajah Uthmaan Haarooni
Please help me O Mu‘eenud-deen Chishti

By reading / reciting this auspicious quatrain, ones troubles with
the Will and Grace of Allaah Almighty- cease to exist.

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
29th December 2009

